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OVERVIEW OF THE MAWAL

This manual has been developed/to help acquaint elementary teachers

with the metric system of measurement. The content of metric measurement

has been divided into "modules"-with each module covering a given metric

subject. For example,ione module deals with metric length, Aother volume,

another mass and So on. Content is arranged so there.are noonetric-English

conversions until basic aspects of metric measuremeht,have been discussed.:

If desired, metric-nglish conversions (MLOube' 8) may ere omitted. Activities'

elementary students are presented in Appendix A.

Each nodule has three divisions--1 objectives;/(2) suggested activities'

to meet the objectives; and (3) illustration of mastery. These modules were

.developed in the same format that has been used successfully, in the graduate

courses in IGE. at the University of ,Wisconsin-Eau Claire. The objectives

and subsequently the activities and illustration of Mastery range from the,

behavioral-type for learning content to the expressive** for developing

a game or materials. This allows for a creative.and Rumanistic.approach to

learning tt metric measuring system as well as gaining a khowledge of the

subject matter. This approach-parallels Bloom's hierarchy of cognitive level's.

. The moduW also allow for teaeners to learn at tbe,ir own rate.and'style

and to enter the learning process according to what fhey.already knOw about

metric measurement. There is also prosion in the modules for a Variety of

learning patterns--independent study, one-to-one with instructor or another

adult, small group, and large group. In the culhtnating module, number 9,

the teacher develops a plan for teaching metric measurement to the age/grade

level or children that he/she is working with in his/her own school. The

teacher may adapt any materials or ideas from this manual including assesgments,

games and worksheets for his/her students. :In addition, the teacher will key

in text, and/or audiovisual and manipulative materials avaliable in his/her

building/system.

.- It should be remembered that this manual, in the spirit of ICE, will

never be "finished," .New materials on metric will continually come to the

attention of an alertJeacher and, of course, new materials will constantly,

be produced. Teachers will be encouraged to develop resource files for use*
N

with their students. Assessments and their accompanying keys, readings,

summary sheets and worksheets are given here in thein entirety. In the case

of games and laboratory activities, answers, directions.and ideas are 'presented

in the manual in so far as possible. However, in several activtties, items

in the room are measured and measurements will vary. For tome games, only

one card is presented along with suggestions for'how to design the other cards.

. Finally, it is the intent of the authors that, this. manual will be only

a starting point for teachers to learn metric mea4remetit and that it will

inspire them to start a program for teaching metric to their students in an

individualized and exciting manner and that they will 'update through the y

Eau Claire, Wisconsin
January, 1976 4
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General Objectives

METRIC -COURSE SYLLABUS

..7----

The'participants will gajn an understanding of the metric system In terms of
(1) basic units of measurement for length, volume, weight; (2) application of
basic units to daily living; and (3) development of a plan for teaching the
metric system to'tudents atthe age /grade level at which they teach.

Content will be presented from simple to complex. The instructional format

will be modules which allow participaRts.to learn itcordilig to what they
already know, ho/ rapidly they learn and how they go about learning. Thd
modules utilize a variety of grouping patterns'as large group, small groilp,

one-to-one and independent study, and'are designed to accommodate a variety

0 learning styles.

Content has been divided into two groups:

Group A. These modules are required ior all pa4iciyants:

pot

te

1, background and overview ofthe metric.system
2.' metric length and basic prefixes

3,- metric volume
4. metric mass (weight)
5. metric temperature
6. relationships within the metric system

7. everyday application of metric measurement

8. relationships between metric and English measurement

systems

Group B. This module is required and can be carried out alone or with

others.' It will be started during the workshop and completep
after the participant has returned to his/her school (e.g. ,

one month after the Close of the workshop). Activities in this

module should utilize materials available in the participant's
building/system and ideas of fellow staff members.

Sorenson/75

9. developing a plan for teaching the metric system
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Metric BACKGROUND AND OVERV!4 OF THE METRIC SYSTEM

Objectives

Mule 1

AC

The participant w ill be able to:

1. describe reasons for standard measurement.

2. desp-ig:briefly the history of the Englis-and metric systeflis

'including the rationale and origin of'their development.

3. indicate the basic metric units of measurement for length;

volume, and mass (weight). V

Suggested Activities to Meet Objectives

1. Read "Why Do We Need to Measure?" (written for children)

2. 'Read "How We Got Our MeasUring Units."

3. Participate inaboratory discussion activity,
"Concepts: ',Measurement and toetrV

4. Read puppet show script, 'Metric in Mouseland."

e

Illustration of Mastery

1. Agreement of "satisfactory" between instructor and participant

on completion of laboratory biicussioh a ivity, "Concepts:

Measurement and Metric.." . t

2.' Completion of "Overview of the Metric System" posttest with

80 percent accuracy.

Sorenson/Kluever 7
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If I use this unit for measuring andsend the figures to somebody to use,

4111
I am really doing the same thing as sending a pattern of the size socks I

want. The measurements are a language that I can use'to tell other people

"how much" and we will both understand what we mean, even though we may never .

4 speak nor see each other.

.

The langnge of measurement is highly developed so r.e.can say how much

a containeholds, how far awaya star is, how much a material weighs, how

fast a motor runs.

The terms we use ix describe what we measure can be almost anything. In

different parps of thekworld they may be different, but they must be.accurate,
they must be convenient, and they must be practical. By that we mean that

every ruler must be exactly the.sarie length wherever you may use it. You

don't firid rulers made out of*rubber because they can be stretched to diff-

erent lengths. They- are metal or' wood, which keeps its length._

To be convenient and practical, the measurinij instrument should be ,some-

thing you can 4)andle easily. A ruler short enough-to carry in yo& pocket
is good for:kleasuring the top of your desk, burit is much handier to measure

he length ofcrur house with a long measuring tape that winds up on a reel .

small enough to place in your pocket.

Measuri.ng terms may be familiar, or they may sound strange to you. It'

doesn't flatter what they ace called as long.as they are convenient and accur-

ate. Most of our measurements are 'accurate after long years of use and

improvement, but some ate not as convenient as others. They developed as

they were needed and have been accepted as the language of business, science,

and everyday living.

ti
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E LOT MEAS,,R1%G (Module

m4k.As soon as people started to trade with h other, they hoi_to know how

moth of a material they were buying and how much '4 would cost.

They needed to measure it so th.e'customer would alw,s gef a correct'

amountand pay a fair price. The measuring units,had to be something

convenient - the lengtn'of a man's ar-, tne spread of his fingers; or the

amount of weight that he could lift: The early tradesmen picked something

convenient, andhen the government usually declared it to'be.an exact size.

Let's lbok at length, one of the first reasures-that man needed.

y

.
4 How the English Systev. of Measure Started

The Foot and the Yard. It was common many years ago to measure length

from the endof your nose to the fingertins of your outstretched arm. This,

of course, was a short measurement for a boy and a loqg measurement for a

grown man. It had to be definite. So'the king de,flared that the length of

his'own arm would be the legal measure of length. ( He cut a'wooden stick this

long, which he called a "gyrC, the English .word for rod. FromrthiS word

came sur word "yard", which fs sti.1 the length oi the king's arm.

Meauring on the ar

arm. This'measiwe'wa
of his foot would b
that the king's arm was
was divided into three fe

nd was easier to do with your foot than with your

ed a "foot' and the king-decreed that the leelgth

andard for all measurement in feet. It happened

e times as long as his foot; So, the first yard'

et.

AS

To measure distances sraller 'than a toqt, you had to guess again. To

get' more accuracy, tcraders divided the foot -into 12 Rafts and called each

part an inch from, thN word 'ynce' , wnich meant a.twerfth part. They could

have divided it into )0 parts or 6 Parts or even 100 parts, but 12 seemed

practical ,since each inch was about equal to the.width of a. man's thumb. :

TheAcre, the- Rod and the 9i le. 4hen farmers wanted to measure a field,

they needed a mo'e convenient measure than'a yard stick or a font rule. It

was their practice .to measivre'a field .In'terms of how much a marf'could plow

,ith a team of oxen in one day. This was termed an "aecer", the old word for

a'fen6g9rfield. From it cones dur word "acre".

Of,caurSe, thi's amount had 9.eat variation. Some farmers had,s14 oxen,

others plowed &srin7 the Jong days of 'summer and measured a bigger acre than

when they *plowe'd in the short days of fall. They could plow'only a small

amount of land per day .,hen t field viras very stony, compared to a field

without stones.

Wtien engineers began to neasure Lend for buildings and roads, they

wanted an acre of more definite size. These men created a new measurement

they named a "rod",,a4t thewistance.betpeen fence posts, It took 160

square rods to make an acre. .

0, Sorenson'
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Long distances.for roads and streets were measured by pacirig-off. The

Romans measured-4,000 paces which they called a "Mille", the word for 1,000.

The mile is still the unit for measuring long distance in many' countries ,

and it is often different. The old"Roman mile was 1,620 yards. The EngliSh

,and U.S. mile is 1,760-yards. A mile-measured on the water is a sea mile,

-which is 2,027 yards.
.

The Gallon and the Quart. don't know exactly how liquid measures'

dev.elooed. was.probAbly me surcd in a container that would hold an

t mount that the average man or woma could lift an carry for a diitance on

hi- shoulder or he 'The wine jug became the standard for measuring,

liquids, and the measure Was Called the "galon" or "jallon", which meaht

a measure of capacity. FOr convenience in me ,psuring smaller amounts, they'

divided the jug into quarters and called each one7fourth gallon d "qbarte'r"

or "quart".

The Pound and the Ounce. There were many things that couldn't be accur-

ately measured with a,yardstick or poured into a'standard, size bucket., How

would you measure something like a cow or a sheep with just a ruler? 'A

sheep 3 feet long i certainly not the same as a calf 3 feet long.

Animal measurement was important in trade and it requi red .a new-measuring

unit called weight, whi6 would account for the irregular'sizes and shapes

of different animals., The English developed a weight measure whilch they

called a pound from the ancient word '1;und", an animal enclosure. The pound

was divided,into 12 smaller units called ouRces.from the word "ynce" or "once'

meaningonertweIfth part, the same diviSion -a's for the foot... -

L.,-

The. fi rst pound that yeas established had 12 ounces , but 1 ater commerci al

traders established a bigger pound. that contained 16 Ounces 'fristead of 12.

The original name for an ounce was carried over to Che hewer pound though

it no longer _represented one-twelfth of a pbund.

The yard and the foot, the wart aid the cup, the pound and the ounce

are not ihe. measures used in' most countries of the world. In many countries

outside the United States, people measure with different tools' and measure; -

ments. Their measuring language is cal led >the '.!metric system".

. Howl the Metr. c ,System Started,
.

!
, ,.'

'The country where it started almost 200 years ago is/Flice. Scientists
.1

4.1..

-oin that country thought that there should be abetter measuring standard than

the length of "-man's arm ors.the amount of '.later he could carry on bii shoulder.
,

. ,

".

The Meter, Centimeter and Millimeter. They divided the distance around

the earth into many small parts. Each part they called a "meter", the word

which mans measurement. You probably have seen a. "meter stick". and noticed .

it is sligHtk-ftrmer th4n a yard stick. If you 'could place,meter sticks

end to end, 10 mi Ilion of them would' reach from the .equator.. to the Ndrth Wei,

one-fourth-of the way around the earl. /

..
.

. .

1
/
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The meter stick is di-vided into 100 smaller piecet called ce timeters, . . ..

and each centimeter is about-the widtOt of a pencil. This is SomJ ing like . f , ill

the way the American dollar is divided into 100

.
,, . .

.. ''
r

/11.

The Liter. The French scientists at first sieasured quantities of-liquid

in centimeters.1 A box 10 centimeters `high, 10 centimeters wide and 10 centi-

meters deep would ho an amount of water they cal led a .1 i ter. The paper

carton your rfiilk,comes. Thwill'hOd about one liter,. d little more than `a ., .-

quart. The liter is-'dLoided'irto small.?.r units ca:lled.centiliters (11100th),

and( milliliters (1/1000th). of a liter:. )

k ,
The 'Gram and Kilogram. The other metric measui-ing'unit, is4o measure.'1 -.

4

mass or weigk. This unit is.called Vie gram,. which is about the ght of

a paper clip. Since many things weigh much more. than a paper cli bigger

weight 'measurement is used called kilogram or 1,000 grams. A kilogram is

about twice as heavy as a pound.
. A

With the three- basic-'imetric.units - the met, liter and the kilogram -

.we can measure everything i.n the metric system. It is a-convenient system

and is easier to work with than other systems. You will learn why as you

study it in detail..
.

sea

;

kla

.

h
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S S ;
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d, x Team -ead...A.-5 .

%
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cate te
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ris-_uss the difference.
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Concepts: Measurement and Metric - cont'.

5.
.
What's a Gram?

a.. 'Discussion leader passes out paper clips to each person and

indicates each clip weighs (mas:es) approximately. one gram.

b. Nickels are. distributed to each participant. They are asked to

estimate the mass of Ole nickel by comparing it with other

available, objects (e.g., Pencils, staples, paper clips).

c. Instructor weighs (masses) nickel to determine its actual mass.

4

Sorenson/Klueyer/Joyce '14



METRIC IN. mOUSELAND
(Puppet Show SCript)

. ,

Teacher is Miss Millie Meter
e

Teacher: Good morning Class. I would like
to taker roll call at this time.

Is Waldo Yardmouse here? All right: , Is Phoebe footmouse present?

Goed. And is Priscilla
Pour,' ,ouse here today? Good. Everyone is

present today, which pleases me very much. Do you know why? Because

today we are going to learn about a new way of measuring, using the

metric system.

The kind of system we use now is called the English system. It

was common many years ago to measure
length from the end of your

nose to the fingertips of your outstretched arm. But Phoebe, do

you see where this is very inaccurate?
The length of my arm from

my nose to the tips of my fingers is a longer measurement
than yours

would be. So the King declared that the length of his own arm would

be the legal measure of length. Thus we have what is known as the

"yard."

The measure we know as 'foot' was actually the length of the king's

own foot. It. happened that th'e king's arm was three times as long

f as his. foot, so the first yard was divided into three feet.e^The

foot was further divided into 12 parts, known as inches. -One inch

was about equal to the width of a man's thumb.

AID The wine jug became the standard for measuring liquid and the

measure was, called "gelon",
which meant a measure of capacity. For

convenience in measuring smaller amounts, they divided the jug into

quarters. which were called "Quarts."

In many countries outside the U.S., people measure with differeht

tools and measurements.
And today,

class, we are going to use this

system, known as the rletric system.

.1
The country where it started almost 200 years ago is France.

Scientists in that countri thought that there should be a better

measuring standard than the length of a man's arm or the amount

of water he could carry on irks shoulder.

Now Waldo, would you read, the paragraph about the meter?

*This is a script for a puppet show. It was written by undergraduates in

elementary education
to crovide motiation'when

students are starting

to study the metric system. Tne scrIpt is
presented here as a guide for

others to create a puppet shoe, or other creative activity
about metric measures.

Aloyce/Chicquette/Knoepke/HauseriKluever
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Waldo: They divided the distance around the earth into many sipall parts.

Each part they called a "meter", the word which means iheasurement.

You probably have seen a "meter stick" and noticed it is slightly

longer than a yard stick. If you could place metel- sticks end to

end, 10 million of them would reach from the equator to the North

Pole, one-fourth of the way around the earth.1

The meter stick is divided into 100 smaller pieces called centi-

meters, and each centimeter is about the width of a pencil. This is

something like the way the American dollar is divided into 100 cents.

Teacher:. Very good: Nag Phoebe, would you tell us about the liter?

'Phoebe: The French scientists at first measured quantities of liquid in

centimeters. A box 10 centimeters high, 10 centimeters wide and

10 centimeters deep would hold an amount of water they called a

liter. The paper carton your milk 'comes in holds about one liter,

a little more than a quart. The liter is divided into smaller units

called centiliters (1/100th) and milliliters (1 /1000th) of a liter.

Teacher: All right, and Priscilla1 would you read about the gram?

Priscilla: The metric measuring-unit used to measure mass or weight is called

the.gram. It is about the weight of a paper'-clip'. Since many

things weigh much more than a paper clip, a bigger weight measure-

ment is used called a kilogram or 1,000 grams. A kilogram is about

twice as heavy as a pound.

With the three basic metric units - the meter, liter and the

kilogram - we can measure everything in the metric system. It

is a convenient system and is easier to work with than other

sys tett'.

Teacher: Now-I am going to pose a problem to you. if a meter is divided

into 00 centimeters; and you wanted to mekire, your desk top,

would you use inches or centimeters?

Waldo: Inched

Teacher: I think we have a problem.

Mice: (Sing te, tune of "How.Do You Solve A Problem L ike Maria.")

"HCR4 DO YOU SOLVE A PROBLEM LIKE THE METER:

Haar DO YOU TAKE A YARD AND BREAK I WN."

Teacher: Now settle down class. I can see th t this isn'egoing to work.

Now Phoebe Footmouse, does the metric system use inches'and feet?

4

Phoebe: Yes it, does Miss Millie meter.

Teacher: Class, aren.'t you catching on yet? 7;

16



.Mice: (Sing to tune of "I've Grown Accustomed to Your Face.")

"WE'VE GROWN ACCUSTOMED TO TFIE YARD,

WE'VE GROWN ACCUSTOMED TO TH FOOT,

WE'VE GROWN ACCUSTOMED TO'TIjE INCH, THE POUND, THE MILE,

THE QUART, THE PINT ---"

Teacher: Ail right class. I think w need our milk bi4ak at this time.

(under breath, - And it ouldn't come at a better time :")

Mice: (Sing to tune, of "Everyth ng is Coming Up Roses.n

"GET THE MILK,GET THE C EESE:

I'LL HAVE TWO GRAMS OF CHEESE IF YOU PLEASE. "'

Teacher: Class, ..is all of that ,Noise necessary? Now settle down and

enjoy your milk and cOese.

Mice: e(Sing to the tune of/"Tea for Two. ")

"A GRAM FOR YOU, A RAM FOR ME;

1

A LITER FOR YOU, LITER FOR 41E" 4% .

Teacher: That is enough fo our milk break. time: Now we are going to

engage in some a ual measuring activities. Now class ,,I want

you to take your Metric rulers and measure the width, in centi-'

meters of our principal's picture. Does everyone have their

meter stick in nei r hand?
4=K

(Singo tune o "The Two of Us.").

"THE METER.STI. K: DA DA' DA DA - DA DA DA DA

THE METER STIC

Teacher: Now let's get busy because I want to see what your answer is.

Au may work rt this as a group

(Pa4e and thin ask for answer)

Mice: Give answer i h centimeters.

Teacher: That was vey. good class. You are' catching On. Now I want

you j-.o weigh yourselves and record your answers in grams.

(Vause while measuring is taking place)

The answers are what; sci 1 I a?

.1!
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Priscilla: Gives answers :

Teacher: Did you find out anyt7ing else?

(Sing to the tune of !'You Gotta Have Heart.")

"YOU ... GOTTA' HAVE GRAMS

Mice:

ALL YOU REALLY NEED IS GRAMS,

WHEN THE KIDS ARE SAYING "WE USE THE POUND

TELL THEM YOU FOUND A WAY . .

Teacher: If you student's don't behave, I'll slap your paws with a meter
stick. NoW we are.going to measure our height in millimeters.

0
. . , I .

.
. , r

(What. did you find your, new height to be?
, ..

Gives answers . . .

do you think of the metric measures .you used today?

Waldo:

Teacher:

r Mice:,

Phoebe:'

Teacher:

Phoebe.:

Teacher:

Priscilla:

Teacher:

Wardo:

Teacher: ,

Mi ce:

(Sing to the tune Of '.:Eferytiiirig is Cominv Up Roses.")

"EVERYTHING IS COMING UP METERS, AND LITERS, AND GRAMS'.!'."

Why don't we use -the -metri c.system in the U.S.?
,

We do, Phoebe. 'Pattern companiei now use the metric systemof
measuring in addition to the English system. In our hoSpitals
and laboratories. everything is measured in meters and grams.
Even the food in the supermarket is starting to include the
weight of food in grams ,on its can 1-abels.

Can each'of )Thu think of a way that you could use the nfric
system to measure everyday objects?

Road sighs could be measured in kilometers instead of Miles.

Fantastic ,Phoebe. Priscilla, 'can you think of an idea?

Gas could be sold in ljters instead of gallons.

Perfect Priscilla. Waldo, can you contribute something?

The Miss Amousica pageant could use centimeters for the
contestants' measurements.

Well class, those-were great suggestions. Are there any more
final connents?

(Sing to tune of "Cabaret.")

18
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Mice: "WHAT GOOD IS USING THE YARD, STICK TODAY

(cont.)
COME JOIN THE METRIC WAY . ."

Teacher: Now settle dawn class. I'm glad to see you feel that way.

What generalizations have you made about the metric system, Waldo?,

(Sing to tine of "People.")

"PEOPLE PEOPLE WHO USE METRIC

ARE THE SMARTEST PEOPLE IN THE WORLD." a

Waldo:

(BELL RINGS)

Mice confer over in the corner.
. ..e

Teache"r: What's going on over there in the corner?

Grand Finale

(Si ng to tune of Mickey Mouse song. )

MET TRY IT, YOU'LL LIKE IT

R.I C SEE, IT'S EASY ;0 USE

SYSTE M

METRIC SYSTEM METRIC SYSTEM

. FOREVER LET US HOLD OUR METERS HIGH

NOW IT'S TIME TO SAY GOODBYE TO YARDSTICKS, QUARTS,

AND POUNDS

M E T WE TRIED IT, WE LIKED IT

R I C SEE, YOU'LL LIKE IT TOO,

SYSTEM ".

19
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POSTTEST OVERVIEW OF METRIC SYSTEM (Module 1)

1. What is the ,basic unit of length-in the metric system? 1.

2. Ip which country did metric measurement originate? 2.

3. Name the only major country that does not use the

metric system. 3.

4. What is the basic unit of volume in the metric system? 4.

-

5. What is the basic unit of mass in the metric system?
5.

6. A meter is (longer /shorter) than a yard. 6.:

7. A quart is (larger/smeller) than a liter. , 7.

8. Which system.of measurement uses the number 10 as

its base? ,

icr

9. The gram is (heavier/lighter) than the pound. 9. ,

10. Modern Measurement systems have units that are alWays

the same.- These are called units.

Sorenson/Kluever
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Metr4c METRIC LENGTHAND BASIC PRE'FIXES Module 2.,

Objectives

The participant will be able to: /

1 identify and describe with examples, the basic unit of metric length.

2. define and describe with examples the six basic prefixes used in the
metric system, using length as a base.

3. ,indicate the standavd abbreviations for the six basic prefftes as

applied to length.

4. accurately measure materials of a variety of lengths using the sir

basic prefixes.

5. '-identify instances where he or she would use each of the six units of
metric length in daily living.

Suggested Activities.to Meet Objectives

1.-''Read the handout on "Metric Length and Common Prefixes."

2. Study "Summary Chart on Metric Prefixes and Length Unis.'

3. Read the fable, "The Friendly Cloth MercPgint."i

4. Play the gathe, METRIC CONCENTRATION.

5. Complete worksheet, "How Long Are the Kite Jails?"

6. Work crossword puzzle, METRIC LENGTH.

7 Play card game, MIX-A-METER.

8. Complete learning center activities 1 and 2 on "Metric Length."

Illustration of Mastery,

1. Agreement of "satisfactory" between instructor and participant .

on completion of:

a. "How Long Are the Kite Tail'?" worksheet.
b. ."Metric Length" }earning center activity 01
c. "Metric Length" learning center activity 02

2 Completion of "Metric tength Unit - Posttest" with 80 percent accuracy.

Sorenson/Kluever 21
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METRIC LENGTH AND COMMON PREFIXES (MOdiN 2)

t4,-

Being introduced to 'a new measuring system Gan be like fleeting anew
,

friend. First you learn his name so you can identify him and get_a general

imbression of what he looks like.

After you've knoln him a few minutes you start to get more detailed
.inforzation--where he lives, what his work is, where he went to school.

Finally, after you have known him a while, you,learn what he likes); what

his beliefs are, what his goals in life'are, and more complex things Wet

make up his total personality.

You are going to be introducedto a nefriend, Mr. Metric. Mr. Metric

has three dimensions -- length, volume, and weight- -which together make up his

total character or "personality".

In this first meeting, we will get our first impression of Mr. Metric,
which is the measurement of length. After getting well acquainted with -length

we"fil go on to volume a,nd.weight until we.know the total Mr. Metric.
.

The basic vnit of length is `the meter, which means "to measure". From

the word meter comes our word "metric" for the whole system. How big is a

meter? It's about the distance from your nose to your finger tips, about ',

the length of a tall man's stride,. This gives you a quick estimate of the,.

distance, so you know in general what you are dealing With. But a freer' is

a precise amount. It is one-ten millionth of the distance from the equator

to the North Pole.

YOU won't always want to work wilh a measure as long as yoUr arm, so<the

meter is divided into smaller 'units. One division is a decimeter, or one- ,

tenth meter, about the width of a letter size envelope or about as wide as a"

man 's riand.

A smaller unit is a centimeter, or 1/loOth of a meter. It is a little
more than the wi dth of a penci 1 or a paper clip , a little less than the width

of your little finger.

For very fine measurements we use the millimeter, or 1 /1000th of a meter..

It is about the thickness of a paper Clip, the lead of a well-sharpened

pencil, or the thickness of the cardboard on a-tablet of paper.

How do you rememberthese names? Start out by association with some-

thing you know, like money. Think of the meter as a dollar. Then a decimecer.

is - 10th of a meter just as a dime is a tenth of a dollar YQU can even see. .

the ward "dime" in decimeter. DecIMEter .
....

.
.

A cent is 100th of a dollar and a centimeter 'is a 100th of a mete'. What, .

could be more simple than that?

We don't deal very much with a mill, 1/100th of a dollar, except when '
figuring taxes, like a 1 mill rate, which is 1/1000tsh*Of a dollartaxed.ove..- 0

D. Sorenson
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. every dollar, value. A thousandth ofollar is a mill ; a thousandth of 4

.meter is a' millimetec..
, -

We also need to go' up the sqle for measurements that are too big to.

measure with 2 meter stick. Ten meters is called a dekameter, and it's'about

the Width of residential street or two-lane country road. Dekameter.sounds

a little bit ke the word "decade",. A decade is 10Iyears, a dekameter is

10 meters.

Another long measure of lengtiis 100 meters or a hectometer: This is

a little longe'r than the length of a football field or the distance to the

outfield fence in a major league ball diamond. It's a little more than 100

paCes and about the distance an average adult can walk in a minute, though
our fastest athletes run it in about one-fifth that amount of time.

- The longest' metric measuring unit is the kilometer or 1,000 meters.
It's the milt you hear of most often in measuring road distances, rivers and
lakes, and other geographic features.. The distance from the equator to. the

North Pole is a convenient 10,000 kilometers', making the distance around the
earth 40,000 kilometers.: The prefix "kilo" CQMES from a Areek word !leaning

T,000. You'Ve hear-d this used'in terms of electric power.- A kilowatt is

1,000 watts; a kijometer is 1,000 meters.

Thus we have a 'conVenient scale of measure, with each unit ten times as

pig as you go up,the'scayt---milli-; centi-,deci-, meter, deka7,hecto-, and
kilo-.. Or" you can say,that each unit is one-tenth as big as you go dowYthe

111,-
scale from the biggest.unit--kilo-, hecto-,.deka-, meter, deti-, centif,

and
gb

The metric scale as'soliebther units for extremely large or extremely

small distance on both ends o1.the scale, but 'the units will not be used
ei;ept in special cases. and you Can learn them when you need them. If you

master the scale from milli- to kilo-, you will not have any trouble with any

part of the metric system that you will encounter later.

By the way, you don't have to write out a long word like millimeter and'N
centimeter. These units of metric length all have neat abbreviations as

follows: Millimeter-mm, centimeter-cm, decimeter-dm, meter-m, dekameter-dkm,

hectometer-hm .nd kilometer-km.

So you have been introduced to a new friend, Mfr. Metric and have become
ugh acquainted with him.so you'll recognize him next time you see him.

You now know one dimension of his total person called length. Next time yciu

see him, you'll get to know him better andlearn about another side of him,

called voluMe: Later on, in a third meeting, you'll get the last dimension

of Mr. Metric called mass or weight.

1
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SUMMARPCHART ON !METRIC PREFIXES AND LENGTH -UNITS

-!

Prefix- C Prefix Definition Name of . Symbol for

NaMe, - Symbol "." Length Unit '. Length Unit
,

.- s

kilo

hecto

deka

k 1,000

h 100

dk 10

1

e (----
. .

deci d .1 -decimeter dm

,

ce,nti c .01 centimeter cm

kilometer km

hectometer hm

dekametei- dkm

. %
.

meter ' m

mini C in .001 millimeter mm

...

i

a

..

24'.
22
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. THE FRIENtir CLOTH MERCHANT

(A Fable About Measurement)

(Module 2)

Long ago there lived a cloth trader named Obed in a faraway rand. Obed

was a very tall man with long arms thattstretched like wings when he held up

cloth for his customers to see. He was a kiindly man, but not considered

very wise by oother men in the market. .

Business was

cloth from Obed.

"How mach do

. .

,

very good, and customers came from a' great distance to buy

One day a-famous .tentmaker came to bily cloth.. '

yorwant?, Obed asked him.
.

4e.
.

,,

. "About a hundred arm's length", the tentmakei- rpliied: ...

) .- .

\ k. "That's a great a. 4'Obed said, "but I caN sell-it tb 'you: and then
*...

buy more." :
, ,

...f

He stretchedhis areat arms and folded the 'clotti:bacl, and forth 100 tine's

and draped it over. the tentmaker's,,donkey for ,hjs trip pack .dome.
. ,

74

"You hwie bought almon all my cloth", Obed tod the tentma)(6e, -"but '

with your money I' can .90 and buy more."

The tentmaker smiled as he rode- away thinking, "Oh, how nice to buy from

such a big, friendly man." .

Next day Obed had to go :.to the ngx0illage to buy more cloth from the °

man who always sold it to him. Ali was a very, little ratr, but he was also

friendly and much Wiser than Obed.

"O'customer just bought all mit cloth", Obed s.aid. "I need 6, replace, it

so I can sell again tomorrow."
Jer

"How much did your custOmerlbuy?", All asked.

"Ohe hundred arms lengths", said Obed.

"Ah; that is a lot of cloth, but I can sell it to you", hesaid. And he

stretched his short arms out and measured the cloth until he had 100 lengths.

Obed paid Ali, loaded the cloth on his donk60, and trudged down the road

back. to his shop.

Next day blisiness was good again. Obed measured 10 arm lengths for his

first buyer, then 5, then 20. By the end of the day He had stretched out 1

the cloth in his great arms luny times and, the cloth was all sold. -

He'returned to All in the evening'and said, "I have sold all the cloth

and I must replace it again. I will take 100 lengths more. Ali stretched out

2 5
.D. Sorenson %
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r his tiny arms anI61,meaured 100 lengths again. Obecr paid him, went back tó"
the shop, +end was ready to sell the next, day.

...-

.

. This brisk-trade continued for many days. The cloth wqs, sold out . r '
-each day, and Obed was pleased that he could always buy as nuch as he
needed to seal the next day. .

d

Then one :day he couhted his Money and found thatshe .did not ,have enough
`to buy as many lengths of cloth as he needed. SI) he bought less 'and again

the cloth sold out rapidly. 7 Each'time he returned to buy more -cloth,his
money bought less and hesold out 'faster. One day Obed realized that al-
though he had many :customers, a brisk trade, and a good suppli.ey of cloth;
he was wtting poor instead of rich. FallY he had to close his shop. .-.

.

. .
I

1 .. ., ,

NoW the moral of this fable is: No-matter how. much' trade you have or
how friendly you are to Your customers, a poor measuring standard can put '';

'. , you'out of business. T t ,

or

et

fr.

s
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GAME

Materials: 16 cards - -

METRIC CONCENTRATION (Module 2)

7 marked with metric prefixes or terms (kilo, hecto, deka,

unit, deci, centi , milli)

7 marked with numerical equivalents (1,000, 100, 10, .1, .01,

0 .,001)

2 marked "wild card"

Players: 3 - 4

Rules:

Afe

The cards are shuffled and placed face down in four rows,

4 cards per row.

2. The player to the left of the dealer selects two cards and

'turns them up in their places.

If the cards show a prefix and its numerical equOvalent,

it is a match, and the player picks up th4 2 cards and

sets them in front of him. His turn resumes by picking

two more cards.

If the cards do not match, they are turned face 'down in

thlir places, and the to Tr is over.

If a "WILD CARD" is picked, the second card chosen with

it makes an automatic match., The player then takes the

matched'cards and picks two more cards, 4P

A player's turn continues until two cards which do not

match are turned up.

3. _Play proceeds moving clockwise around the group.

4. The game ends when no more matches can.be made (because of

the wild cards, it is possible brat the game will end with

2 cards still on the table).

5. The player who has the most cards'is the winner.

El
El
Iheciol t I

I 1

I 1

100

I 1

The matches are: kilo- -1,000 hecto--100 deka--10 .

unit-11 deci--.14

Sorenson/Kluever
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1. \
' HOW LONG ARE THE MU TAILS? (Module 2)

4

_'"

%

I.

2.

3.

4.

5.

How long is Kite A? 6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

How long is Kite 0? CAI

How wide is Kite B? ritn How long is the tail on

Kite 0? m

How long is tfitstring on

Kite A?
t. How long is the bird?

(

m

How long is Kite C? firl How tall is the tree? dm

How long is the ling on
Kite C? an

How long is the girl from

head to toe? an

26 2.8
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METRIC LENGTH CROSSWORD PUZZLE
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1. prefix meaning ten
4. . ,ter

14. reer
A meter is one centimeterS.

abbreviation for centimeter

6.
8.

R.

lf). 10 meters
.

)1. A Meter is measured b); a

13. A yard is than a meter.

15, A meter Is a unit of
16. abbreviation for kilor.eter

17. A meter is one millimeters.

18. A prefix meaning hundredth
19. A meter is than a yard.

20. prefix meanr7.Ftenth 29
27

:Module 2)

1. abbreviation for dekameter

2. Engi+Sh unit to measure cloth

3
standard metric unit of length

5.
abbreviation for millimeter

7. 10 rillimeters

8. prefix meaning TcSdred

12. 1000 meters

14. 100 reters'

1
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GAME MIX-A-MTER

Materials: 30 cards as follows: 1 dm 10 as 100 an

2 dm 20 cm 200 mc
d 3 dm 30 an 300 nc

27 with the units 4 dm 40 an 400 an

shown here written 5 dm 50 an 500'm
in the upper left, 6 dm 60 cm 600 cc

hand corner 7 dm 70 an 700 mm

8 dm 80 cm 800 cm

9 dm 90 cm 900 cc

3 wild cards as
indicated here

sar.ple

(Module 2)

1 dm

Waple

Players: 3 - 5

Rules: 1. Dealer shuffles cards and deals 5 cards to each player.

The rest of the cards are placed face down on the table.

2. The player to the left of the dealer takes the to card

from the pile and tries to "make"1 meter by combining

2 of the six cards in his hadd.

Combine Only like unit% such as 200 an and 800 cm,

or 90 cm and 10 cm.

Van ations :

4

A wild card can have any value.

If the player makes a match, he places the matched
cards on the table in front of him.

The player discards one card fromliis hand.

3. next player has the option of picking up the distard

or taking the next card from the pile and trying to make

a match.

4. Play continues until one person is out of Cards.

5. If the pile is exhausted before any player is out, the

discard pile is shuffled and placed face down.

6. The first player to be Out of cards is the winner.

1. Combine efferent units such as 3 dm (equals 30 cm) and

70%cm to equal a meter.

2. Allow more than two cards t'L'Ne used to make the meter

(7 dm,20 cm, 100 an).

Taken from Tether (p6), February, 1974. "Mix-A-Meter" Hazel 8. Williams, Detroit, MI.

.
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Learning Center Activity #1 METRIC LENGTH (Module t)

. .

EQUIPMENT NEEDED: .Cm measuring sticks or tapes, paper clips, crayons'peticils,

,
.
,.bookS, chalkboard erasers

.'
,

Look at each item listed below. Estimate its length in the units indicated:

RRord your estimate. Then measure the item and record its actual length.

1 . Paper ,clip (allimetetjs length)

(mi T1 imeters width)

2. crayon Ni 1 1 i meters -length)

3. pencil (millimeters - length)

4. book (centimeters - length)

(centimeters - width)

-........, -
5.( chalkboard eraser (centimeters - length)

(centimeters - width)'

r

6. your hand from the top of the middle

finger to'your wrist (centimeters)

A7. Choose three other objects. Estimate

their length or width. Record the estimate

and measurements.

Object

kluever/Sorenson

.

31

Estimate Measurement

mm rrt

ram urn

MM 0 1 RP

/-

MM MP

.t .cm

CM

cm

CM

cm

CM

.CM

CM

4
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Learning Center Activity #2 t4ETRIC LENGTH, (Module 2)

OliTiPMENT NEEDED: metrici tape measures, cm sticks, meter sticks

Look at each object listed below. Estimate its length in the units indicated.

Then measure the object and record the measurement..

1. length of desk or table

2. length of chalkboard or bulletin board

Estimate Measurement

dm dm

dm dm

3. height of wastebasket
dm

4. your height

5. height of a door

'6. length of a wall in the room

)dm

m m

7. Find out how long a kilometer is. Make a route in the building or on'the

playground. Write instructions on the path to take. Describe the

procedures, you use below. Include a diagram of your path.

Kluever/Sorenson.
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METhIC LENGTH UNIT - PRETEST* Module 2

4

Section I Directions: Write the letter of the correct response in the

blank to the left of each statement.

1 The height of a door is about

a. Ilimeters

b. 4 meters

c. 10 meters

d. 1 meter

e. 2 meters

2. With an outstretched arm and hand, the distance from fhe tip

of the nose to the tip of the index finger is about equivalent

to one

a. hectometer
b. kilometer
c. centimeter
d. meter

e. dekameter

3. 10 millimeters is equal to

a. 1 centigram

b. 10 decimeters
c. 1 dekameter

d. 1 centimeter

e. 10 meters

4. John used a basic metric unit of length to measure the

science table. He used the

a. gram

b. meter
c. foot

d. cubit
e. Fahrenheit

S. To find the length of a table tennis paddle, which.of the

followjng units would be'used?

a. milligram
b. dediliter
c. centimeter
d. decibel
e. hectogram

*Keehn, 1974 as adapted from Jahr and Wagner
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Metric Length Unit -Pretest (cont.)

6. 4000 meters is equal to

a. ,.40 meters

b. 4 kilometers

c. 4 millimeters

d. 4 centimeters

e. 400 millimeters

7. Ten meters equals 1

a. kilometer

b. centimeter

c. decimeter
d. dekameter

e. hectometer

Section 2 Directions: Place the answerpon the line in front of each

ioblem.

8. Write the symbols for the following metric units.

a. centimeter

b. millimeter

c. hectometer

d. kilometer

e. decimeter

9. Give the number (whole numbers or fractions) for the prefixes listed

_below:

a. kilo

b. hecto

c. deka*

d. deci

e. centi

f. milli rj

3x
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Metric Length Unit - Pretest (cont.)
\

10. Indicate the relationship between the following m4asures in the metric

system by writing in the words greater than or less than in the blank

to the left of each statement.

a. 100 milliliters is--, 100 centilite'rs

b. 50 kilometers is --- 50 hectometers

c. 1,000 kilograms is--- 1,000 grams

d. 10 centiliters is --- 10 liters

e. 87 milligrams is --- 87 centigams

11. Using the given list of metric units, identify which unit could best be

used to measure each of these objects.

Given: mjllimeter, centimeter, meter, hectometer, kilometer

a. length'of a sheet of paper

b. length of a football field

411 c. distance from New York to Buffalo

d. length of an insect

e. height of a telephone pole

12. Using a metric ruler, draw a line segment within the parentheses that
is 'the length given. Label each line and make the end points clear.

(

3

33
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METRIC LENGTH UNIT - POSTTEST* Module 2

Section I Directions: Write the letter of the correct respOnse in the

blank to: the left of each statement.

1., Which of the following are closest to onecentimeter in length?
I'

a. length of your thumb

b. length of a ballpoint pen

c. standard sized paper staple

d. wire paper clips

e. blackboard eraser- .

k

...

2.. What part of a kilometer is equal to a hectometer?

a. 1/100th

b. 1/10th

c. 1/1000th

d. 1/10000th

e. 1/2

.

3. Charlie. Brown measured his tree house and the meterstick read

10 meters. This is the same as a:

a. kilometer
b. centimeter
c. decimeter
d. dekameter
e. hectometer

4: The metric unit, millimeter, could be Used toJneasure the

a. amount of milk in a glass

b. weight of a feather

c. width of your eye's pupil

d. volume of a fountain pen

e. heaviness of a plant's leaf

.

5. Ten dekameters are equivalent to

a. 10 meters

b. 100 centimeters

. c: .1,000 meters

d. 10 millimeters

e. 100 meters

*Keehn, 1974, as adapted from Jahn- and Wagner
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Metric Length Unit - Posttest (cont.)

6. Jim Ryan ran the100 meter dash in 35 seconds. How many

hectoheters did he run?

* a. 1000

b. 100

c. 10

d. 1

e. .1

7. Which of these

a. dl

b, dka

L. dcl

d. dm

e. dcg

r

symbols means decimeter?

8.: Which of these prefixes means 1/100th?

a. hecto'

b. decl

c. 'kilo
d. centi

e. deka

9. The meter is the basic unit of metric

a. volume

1). length .

'c. weight

d. temperature

e. time

10. 1 dekameter is equivalent to

a. 10 meters

b. 100 centimeters

c. 1,000 meters

d. 10 millimeters

e. 100 meters

37
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Metric Length Unit - Posttest (cont.)

Section 2 Directions: Write the answer in the answer block to the right

of Bach problem.

11. Write in either centimeter or kilometer as the al;rilpgriate measure.

a. Paper clips are about 3 long. lla. 3

b. City blocks are about 1/5 long. 11b. 1/5

c. New pencils are about 18 long. llc. 18

d. Madislin is about 240 from Chicago. lld. 240

12. Estimate the distance in meters' from the 12. , meters

school building to the street indicated

by your teacher.

13. Measure these line segments to the nearest centimeter.

x y

a. .

13a.

x

b. .

y
13b.

1

14. Measure these line segments to the nearest millimeter.

x y

a. .
14a.

y
14b.

15. How many kilometers in 5,000 meters? 15. km

38
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Objectives

METRIC VOLUME Module 3

The participant will be able to:

1. identify and describe with examples the basic unit of volume

. 2.. apply the sirprefixei to the volume unit

3. accurately measure materials' holding a variety of volumes using

the six basic prefixes

4. identify instances where he/she would use each of thy six units

of volume in daily life'

Suggested Activities to Meet Objectives

1. Read the handout, "Metric Volume.Units.

2. Study the "Srmary Chart on Metric Volume Units".

3. Play game, "Liter Lotto ".

4, Work crossword puzzle, METRIC VOLUME.

L.

II5. Complete learning center activities 1, 2 and 3 on metric volume.

Illustration'of Mastery

1. Agreement of satisfactory between instructor and participant on:

a. learning center activity #1

b. learning centectivity #2

c. learning center activity #3

2. Completion of "Metric Volume Unit Posttest" with 80 percent
accuracy.

sorensonmuever
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The deciliter and centiliter ale us

METRIC VOLUME UNITS
(Module 3)

You've met Mr. Metric. In your first meeting yoirgot a look at one

dimension of him called length. Now you'll get to know him better;,as you

learn something else about him called volume, or capacity. .

His volume is measured in a basic unit called the liter. The 'liter

measures 10 centimeters long by 10 centimeters high by 10 centimeters deep

/el

or 1,000 cubic centimeters. It is a little larger than a quart.

We can divide a liter into tenths and call each part a deciliter; into

hundredths, a centiliter; and into thousandths, a milliliter. The most

commonly used volume terms are liter Wand milliliter. To,get an idea of '

size of a milliliter, remember t there are 5 milliliters in a teaspoon,

cooking and meal service.

When we go larger than a liter, we ca 1 10 liters

t
?

iters &hectoliter, and 1,000 liters' a kip. er. Traditionally, the

e aliter; 100

liter is used to measure the volume of liquids. For the volume of solids

.

such as cement and Stone, weuse the term cubic meter, rather than kiloliter.

A cubic meter is one million cubic centimeters (100 cm x 100 cm x 100 cm)

or one million milliliters (1,000 ml x 1,000) or 1,000 liters. A cubic

meter isma little larger than a cubic yard. The volume of gases is also '

traditionally measured in cubic meter o'r related units.
,

Remember to use the prefixes for volume in the same way' as you used

them for length - milliliter (1,000th 1 i ter) , centiliter (100th liter) ,

deciliter (10th liter), liter, dekaliter (10 .iters), hectuniter (106,1iters),.

kiloliter (1,000 liters).
..

Symbols for volume measures are similar to length: ml, milliliter;
.

, cl, centiliter; dl, deciliter; 1, liter; dkl, dekaliter; hl, hec'toliter;

.'and kl, kiloliter.
. I 4 0
D. Sorenson
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NAME OF

VOLUME UNIT

SUMMARY CHART-ON METRIC VOLUME UNITS (Module 3)

SYMBOL FOR

VOLUME UNIT

DEFINITION OF
VOLUME UNIT

kl 1,000 liters

hectoliter hl 100 liters

dekaliter dkl 10 liters

liter 1 1 liter

deciliter dl

centiliter cl

*, milliliter m1

r

Sorenson/Mever.
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.1 liter

.01 liter

.001 liter
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Game LITER LOTTO (Module 3)

Materials: LITER LOTTO CARDS.:

Card is divided 4to 9 spaces. Two spaces

are marked liter lotto; other spaces are

marked with a word from this list:-

kiloliter - kl deciliter - dl

hectoliter - hi centiliter - cl

dekaliter
liter

- dkl

-

milliliter - ml

Deck of 28 playing cards. Each deck contains two

sets of words and two sets of symbols from the

list shown above.
(Use 1 deck for 2-3 players, use decks for 4-6

players)

Players: 2 - 6

liter

Lotto C.I liter

tr hi :0"tter.
rill

kilo.-

liter d Id
LITER LOTTO card

d
lifer

PLAYING card

Rules: 1. Each player.takes a large LITER LOTTO card.

2. The deck of cards is shuffled and placed face down in the

center of the playing area;

3. The object of the game is to coveripach space on the LITER

fLOTTO card with an equivalent card the deck. LITER LOTTO

spaces are free and do not need to ered.

4. The first player picks the top play card rom the deck and

tries to match it with a word or symbo is/her LITER LOTTO
I

card.
Words are matched with symbols and symbols are matched with the

corresponding words. (Pairing a word with a word or a symbol,

with a symbol does not make a.match!)

5. If the player can make a match, the playing card is placed on the

corresponding space on the LITER -LOTTO card; this completes a turn. 1

6. Play rotates clockwise around the table.

7. The next player may pick up the top card from either the discard

pile or the deck.

8. If the deck pile is used up, the discard pile is shuffled,

placed face down on the table and becomes the deck. .

'9. The winner is the first person to cover all except the free

Spaces on the LITER LOTTO card. *

I

Kluever/Sorenson 42
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METRIC VOLUME CROSSWORD PUZZLE
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(Module 3)

ACROSS DOWN

e

English unit to measure milk or oil for a car.
System ofstandard measure using meter, liter and
and gram.

Abbreviation for dekaliter.

2. .001 1, ters.

3. 10 1 i ters .

4. Abbreviation for deciliter.
5. Abbreviation for kiloliter.

1.

2.

3.

7. .01 1 i ters. .. 4. liters.
9. Abbreviation for hectoliter.. . 5, 1060 1 fters

10. 100 liters .c'N_ 6. Prefix meaning tenth.
13.. A liter is a Metric unit of \, 8. Prefii meaning hundredth.

Abbf.eviation for centiliter.15. Abbreviation for milliliter.

16. A quart is than a liter. ,A liter is than a quart.

14. Basic ftetriiOT of volume (plurals.
15. Prefix meaning thousandth.
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Learning Center Activity #1 METRIC VOLUME (Module 3)

EQUIPMENT NEEDED: beaker§ - made out of cardboard with slots cut above .

J and belownhe volume markings,. a strip of paper, half
'. . red and half white, Is woven into the open center

(see illustration, p. 44). The beakers work on the
same principle as paper thermometers used with primary
children.

The students work in small groups (4-5). Each group can work with one beaker'
or, if possible, each person can have a beaker.

The instructor can present measurements in liters and have the students pull
the strip so that the red part marks the designated measurement. Or the
students may be asked to work through the following activities independently:

1. How big is your beaker?

a. How many deciliters is that?

b . How many centi liters i s that?

c. How many milli liters?

2. Make your beaker show 500 ml.

- 3. Make your beaker show 5 dl.

4. Make your beaker show 20 cl. ...,s,

' 5. Make your beaker show 2 di.

6. Make your beaker show 100 cl.

7. Make your beaker show 7 dl.

8. Show 5 di and write two other ways of showing this sane
level of measure.

9. Show 8 dl and write two other ways of shaving this same
level of measure.

10. Show 3 dl and write two other ways of showing this same

level of measure.

/
Sorenson/Kluever 44
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Illustratiob for LEARNINGCENTER'ACTIVITY #1 (Module 3).

.:, .

)
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Learning Center Activity #2 - METRIC VOLUME (Module 3)

EQUIPMENT,EDED: bucket containing more than one liter of colored Water,

quart containers, liter containers (with ml markings),

5 paper cups, extra container (at least 500 ml),

graduated cylinders.

1. Fill the quart container with colored water. Pour the water from the

quart container into the liter.

Which is more, the quart or the liter? 1.

fr

2. Add enough water to fill the liter. Pour half of the liter of water

into another container.

How many milliliters%are left? 2a.

How many centiliters are left? b.

How much is that in deciliters? c.

3. Set 5 paper cups on the table. T to divide 500 ml of water equally

into the five cups. Find out how much water is in each cup by pouring

it into a graduatedcylindgr.

How many milliliters is it? 3a.

How many centiliters is it?

How many deciliters is it? c.

b.

Empty the water back into the original containers esure the station is

neat when you have finished.

Kluever/Sorenson
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Learning Center Activity METRIC VOLUME

-IQUIPMINT WAD: ;later, liter measure, drinking glass, bauy food iar,

coffee cup, assorted containers

(Module 3)

.1. Look at the liter measure. How many milliters

does it hold?
1.

2. a. Estimate tne capacity of the drinking

glass. Record.
2a._

b. Measure. the amount of water the

drinking glass actually holds. Record. 2b.

3. a. Estimate the capacity of the baby

food jar. Record. 3a.

b. Measure the water in the baby food

jar. ,Record.
3b.

4. a. Estimate the capacity of the coffee

cup. Record.

b. Measure the water in the coffee

cup. Record.

5. Choose other containers. Estimate their

'capacity, then measure. Record

estimations and measurements.

Container

4a.

4b.

Estimate Measurement

47
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1.

2.

METRIC VOLUME - POSTTEST

What is the basic unit of volume in the

metric system?

A quart is (larger/smaller) than a liter.

(Module 3)

1.

2.

3. 1 liter = milliliters 3.

4. 1 liter = 100 4.

5. 10 liters = 1 5.

6. 100 = 1 hectoliter 6.

7. liters = 1 kiloliter 7.

8. 1 liter = deciliters 8.

Put the correct letter from the column on the right in front of the word

-on-the left.

9. kiloliter a. hl

10. hectoliter b. mg

11. dekaliter c. ml

12. liter d. cg

J3. deciliter 2. kl

10
14. centiliter f. kg

15. milliliter g. cl

h. dl

i. 1

j. dkl

orenson/Kluever
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METRIC MASS Module 4

Objectives

The participant will be able to:

1, identify and describe with examples the basic unit of mass.

2. apply the six basic prefixes to the mass unit.

3, accurately measure materials of different masses using

---thesit basic prefixes.

4. identify instances where he/she would use each of the/six units of

mass in daily life.

Suggested Activities to Meet Objectives

L411. Read handout, "Metri.c Mass Units".

4 2. Study the "Summary Chart of Metric Mass Units".

2
3. Play the game, "GUESS-A-GRAM"..

4. Work the crossword puzzle, METRIC MASS.

5'. Complete learning center activities Al ancr#2.

Illustration of Mastery

The participant will illustrate mastery by:

1. agreement of "satisfactory" between participant and instructor on

a. learning center activity #1 .

b. learning center activity #2

2. completion of posttest on METRIC MASS with 80 percent accuracy.

F
I

Sorenson/Kluever 49
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METRIC MASS UNITS . (Module 4)

si/4Now you know about Mr. Metric and the metric stem in terms of length

and volume. There is one more measurement which will give you the complete

drimensions 4f the system. That measurement is mass.*

The basic unit of metric mass is the gram, which on earth is about the

weight of a paper clip. It takes a little less than 30 grams to equal an

ounce. The gram is a very small unit that is useful in scientific work,

but the kilogram (1,000 grams) is the most convenient unit for everyday use.

A 'kilogram is a little more thah two pounds.

41nits of mass are measured in smaller or larger amounts 'using tf six

pi-efixes you have now become acquainted with. *A'tenth of a gram is a deci-

gram; 100th of a gram is a centigram; and 1,000th of a gram is a milligram.

Going up the scale from the basic mass unit, the gr m, you have 10 grams equal

to a dek'agram; 100 grams to a hectegrir and-1,00 rams-to 0-kilogram. Thie"°`- .

most common mass units you will use are the milligram, gram and kilogram.

Very large amounts of materials liik6 coal and cement are measured in a 1,000

kilogram unit which is called a metric ton: it is sli,ghtl)' heavier than our

familiar toh.

To review, the units of mass from small to large are: milligram (1 /1000th

'gram), centigram (1/100 gram), decigram (1/10 gram), gram,- dekagram (10 grams),

hectogram (100 grams), kilogram (1,000 grams).

3

*
Mass is defined as a quantity of matter. Weight is defined as a force.

The force is the earth's gravitational pull or attraction for a given mass.

Usually we mean mass'when we use the term weight. On the earth, these two

units are approximately identical, but out in space weight changes, while

mast' remains constant.

D. Sorensonk
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SUMMARY CHART ON METRIC MASS UNITS (Module 4)

NAME OF SYMBOL FOR DEFIITION OF

MOSS UNIT MASS UNIT MASS UNIT

kllogram kg 1,000 'grams

hectogram hg 100 grams

dekagvam dkg 10 grams

gram g 1 gram

decigram .dg .1 grams

centigram cg .01 grams

milligram mg .001

,

grams

51
Sorenson /Kluever
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Game GUESS-A-GRAM

Materials: 10 - 20 GUESS-A-GRAM cards, each
illustrating a common object whose
weight is to be estimated such as:
pencil, ruler, tape dispenser,
crayon, scissors, stapler, notebook

2 GUESS-A-GRAM cards marked
CHOICE

collection of 10 - 20 obje its

which match the illustrations
on the cards

balance scale and metric

weights

sheet of paper and pencil
for each player

GUESS-A-GRAM board (see
illustration) and 4 tokens

Players:' 2 - 4

Rules:

ti (Module 4)

(Ak
111/

1. The GUESS-A-GRAM cards are shuffled and placed face down

in the center of the game board.
Each player chooses a colored token and places it at the

beginning of the road to HOME.

2. The first player picks a'GUESS -A -GRAM card and estimates

the weight of the object on.the card. He/she writes an

estimate on his/her Aper and passes the object to the

person on the left. Play moves clockwise. t,

3. Each player, in turnf estimates the weight of the object.

Then the object i weighed on the scale and the person

whose estimate ca closest to the -actual weight moves

ahead one space. I 2 guesses are equally close, both

players move ahead 1 space.

4. The next player then picks% card and is first to
estimate the weight of the object on the card. The

weight of the object is then estimated by,each of the

other players.

5. When a card says CHOICE the player can choose any object

in the room for the group to estimate.

6. The first player to reach HOME is the winner.

Sorenson/Kluever 52
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ACROSS

'1. A gram is than a pound.

3. Abbreviatib-iiTOr hectogram.

5. Prefix meaning hundreth.

8. Abbreviation for dekagram.

10. Prefix meaning ten.

11. Abbreviation for ki looram.

13. A pound is than a gram.

14. .01 grams.

16. Prefix meaning tenth.

18. Standard metric unit of length.

21. Prefix meaning thousand.

22. 10 grams.

23. Abbreviation for centigram.'

24. A gram is a unit of

k

DOWN

2. .001 grams.

3. 100 grams.

4. Standard metric unit of volume.

6.
Common object with a mass of 1 gram

. Abbreviation for milligram.

9. 1000 grams. 4

t2. Abbreviation for decigram.

15. Prefix meaning hundred.

17. Standard metric unit of mass.

19. Prefix meaning thousandth.

20. .1 gram.

53
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Learning Center Activity
I

METRIC MASS (Module 4)

QUIPMENT NEEDED: Regular paper clips, black crayon, large paper clip,

pencil, ruler, roll of tape

Wei gh the items and record their weights below:

1. Five small paper clips weigh

2. The black crayon weighs f

3. The pencil weighs

4., The large paper clip weighs

.5. The ruler weighs

6. The roll of tape weighs

7. Choose other objects from the room,

each Of which weighs about 50 grams.'

List the objects you found.

Sorenson/Kluever 5 4 .
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1. grams

2. 4 grams

3. grams

'4. grams

5. grams

6.

.

7.

100



Learning Center Acti vi ty. #2 MASS.

EQUIPMENT NEEDED: A vart,,ety of objects weighi

Find objects in the room (or in Your purse

metric mass units. List the objects or. group

(Module 4)

ng 10 gr, 100 gr and 1,000 gr.

pocket') which weigh the following
of objects in the column at the

right"

1. I've found these objects to weigh'

about 10 grams:

O.

2. I've found these objects to weigh

about 100 grams:

3. I've found these objects to y+eigh

about. 1 kilogram:
z

. e (.3bfe fit

closest to*Oile ii-lo4"-ram

Ki ueye t/So rens on

I-

55

53.
-1

I a.

lb.

1 c.

Id.

2a.

2b.

2c. .

2d.

3a.

36:

3d.
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METRIC MASS -.POSTTEST. (Module 4)

3. What, is the basic unit of Mass in

metric system?:

2. A pound is (heavier/lighter) than t gram. 2.

3. 10 = 1 dekagram 3'0.

4. 100 grams = 1 4.

5. 100 . . = 1 gram

4

5.

6. 1,000 grams =I 6.

7. 1 gram = milligrams 7.

8. 1 gram = )0 8.

Put'the correct letter from the column on the right in front of the word

on the left.

t3

9. centigram a. hg

dekagram b. kg

11. mill4Fram c. dg

12. hectogram d. ml.

13. gram e. 'dkg

14. kilogram f. hi

<

15. decigram g. cg

h. mg
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Metric METRIC TEMPERATURE Module 5

6

Objectives

The participant will be able to:

1. identify and describe the metric temperature measuring scale

(Celsius). , riP

2. accurately measure a variety of temperatures using the metric

scale.

3. identify commonly occurring temperatures on the Celsips scale.

01.

Suggested Activities to Meet Objectives

1. Study handout on "Measuring Temperature in Metric Units."

2. Study handout on "Celsius and Fahrenheit Temperature Scales."

3. Complete Learning Activity #1, "Metric,Temperature."

4.. Complete Learning Activity 02, "Metric Temperature."

5. Complete !'TRiperature Puzzle."

6.- Complete Worksheet, "What's the Temperature?"

Illustration of Mastery

1. Agreement of satisfactory betweeri instructor and participant on

completion of:

a. "Metric Temperature" leaffiing Activity #1.

b. "Metric Temperature" Learning Activity #2.

2. Completion of "Metric Temperature Posttest" with 80% accuracy.
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MEASURING TEMPERATURE IN METRIC UNITS (Module 5)

In' countries where metric measurement is used, temperature is also

measured in a system that divides the scale into 100 convenient degrees.

This is called Celsius temperature and originally was called centigrade.

It is named after.the man who designed the scale.

The 00 degrees in the Celsius scale are measured between the freezing

point and boiling point of water. Thus we already have two "benchmarks" on

the scale--at-0°C., water freezes, at 100°C., water boils. In North America,

we live and perform most activity between 0° and 30°C. Our outdoor temper-

ature extremes are about -20° to 40 C.

Let's look at some other benchmarks on the Celsius scale that will

help you to know whether a metric temperature is hot or cold. A good one

to remember is 20°C., which scientists call standard room temperature for

comparing various materials that expand or shrink as temperature changes.

Twenty degrees Celsius is equal to 68°F. You might want to think of 20°C.

as the "comfort line." The human body begins to feel chilled below 20°C

and is comfortable for about 10 degrees above 20°C. Another temperature'

benchmark is 37°C. which is normal human body temper re.

Our cold weather temperatures are based on zero degrees Fahrenheit

which is -17°C. When you talk about subzero weather in Celsius reading,

you are talking about the temperatures where flowers and garden plants

may be permanently killed, and people begin to suffer some discomfort.

At -200 C.people are in danger of getting frostbite on expos4d body

parts such as ears, face, and hands. At -300 C. temperature gets,into the

range of the coldest weather in the United States. At -40°C. mercury

becomes a solid. This is also the same temperature as -40° on the

Fahrenheit scale. Some observable benchmarks on the Celsius temperature

scale are given in Figure 1. A Fahrenheit scale is also includ4d for your

information.

In very precise temperature measurements, degrees are divided into

tenths or hundredths but there are no special names for these units as

there are in length, volume and mass measure.'

Metric ifterature is sometimes recorded on the absolute or Kelvin

scale (K) wiiith has the same size degrees as the C. scale. The Lowest

point of the scale is 0°K. where most movement of matter stops. Water

changes to ice at 273°K. or 0°C.
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Measuring Temperature in Metric Units (Module 5)

or"
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CELSIUS AND FAHRENHEIT TEMPERATURE SCALES (Module 5)

The scale used for measuring'temperature in the United States is called

the Fahrenheit scale. It was named after Gabriel Fahrenheit, who devised it

in 1706.

In the Fahrenheit scale the te,
212° F. The temperature of melting
called the fixed points. There are
the Fahrenheit scale.

mperature of boiling water is numbered
ice is 320 F. These two temperatures are
180 degrees between the fixed points of

-..

Scientists prefer the Celsius scale, devised by Anders Celsius in 1742.
The Celsius scale is used in most countries of the world. It is based on
the same fixed points--the boiling point of water and the freezing point of

water. But they are given different numbers, 1000 C. and 00 C., respectively.
There are 100 degrees between the fixed points of the Celsius scale. This

scale is sometimes called centigrade. The "cent" part of centigrade means

one hundredth, just as one cent is one hundredth part of a dollar.

It is easy to convert from °tie Scale to another by using the following
formulas:

Fahrenheit to Celsius

C = 5(F - 32)
9

Celsius to.F-ahrenheit

F = 9 C + 327
Remember to estimate your answer before you calculatd so you will kRow whether

or not your answer is reasonable.

On either scale the numbers refer to the sam thidg, the motion of

the molecules. At 1000 C. the molecbles of a substance are vibrating faster

than at 0° C. But even at 00 C. the molecules are vibrating. So we have to

use numbers below zero to describe still slower vibrations, and thus still
Mower temperatures .

,

Colder and slower, S"till colder and slower--is there a temperature at
which molecules nearly stop vibrating altogether? There is and it is called
absolute zero. It is about 459 degrees below the zero on the Fahrenheit

scale. It is.273 degrees below .the zero of the Celsius scale.

I

' Adapted fron'Sclence in Our World, Heath Company, Level 5.
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Learning Activity 01 METRIC TEMPERATURE

Fill a container with very hot water. MeasUre the temperature

(Module 5)

with a Celsius thermometer and record it On the chart below. Continue
-

measuring the temperature at three (3) minute intervals until the read-

ings stay, the same.

TIME TEMPERATURE

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

*OPTIONAL: Graph your results with the Celsius thermometer

*OPTIONAL: Take tne temperature readings in both Celsius and Fahren-

heit degrees. Chart (on the above table) and graph the

results from both scales. Compare your results.

* Adapted from ndividualigad.Science, Lagrange Student Activity 013.
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Learning Pi, ivity p2 METRICJEMPERATURE

j
.,

(Module 5) ill

Find a thermometer with both Celsuii and Fahrenheit scales on it (or use

separate Celsius and rahrpnheit thermometers.) Record the outside.Aem-

perature for a week or longer. Make your measurements at about the same

time each day and in the same locati .
(For example, outside the back

door, outside the window, etc.) dha .t. your findings below.

°` DATE TIME TEMPERATURE C TEMPERATURE F6

.

1.,

I

\

2.

. .

.

.
1 .

.

4.

,6.

6_ . .

7.

8.

9.

.

_

.

10.

*Adapted from Individualized Science, Lagrange Student Activity *7
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TEMPERATURE PUZZLE (Module 5)

Salve the following problems. Write the correct answers on the blanks at

the right. Notice that the letters under each blank are part of the code

for solving the puzzles at the end of the problems. The first problem Js

completed for you.

1. Tns average summer temperature for the Great Lakes is

18 Celsius. The average temperature of the Gulf of

Mexico is 29°Celsius. What is the difference in

average temperature for the two bodies of water?

2. Find the average temperature for five lakes in Pasco

County on a given day when tne tempe atures were

30°C, 28°C, 32°C, 29°C, and 31°C.

3. A certain candy recipe calls for hooking the mixture

until the temperature reaches 120 C. If Jean has

the mixture at 87 °C now, howmany degrees must the

temperature increase?

4. If it took 3 hours for a 3 kilogram beef roast to
increase its temperature from luC to 85°C, what

was the average number of degrees the temperature

rose per hour? R

5. NOrmal body temperature is 37°C. Normal room

temperature is about 22°C. How many degrees warmer

is your body than normal room temperature?

6. 'The boiling point of water is 100°C. Alcohol

boils at 78°C. How many degrees difference is
o

C

there in their boiling points?

0

o

B

o

7. One week in June, N iew Ygrk Cip had the folwing
temperatures: 25°C, 27%, 29 C, 22°C, 24°C,

28°C, "and 27°C. Find the average temperature

for that June week.

8. One chilly winter day the temperature dropped

from 5C to -8 C. How many degrees did the

temperature fall?

9. While Carol was helping her mother cook dinner,

she noticed the meatloaf recipe called for any o

oven temperature of 220°C. If the oven had

already heated to 41°C, how many degrees must W M

it still increase?

o

S

I

. Adapted from Amusements in Developing Metric Skills, p.
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Temperature Puzzle (cont.)

10. A chocolate chip cookie recipe calls for a baking

tewperature.of 190°C. If the oven overheated

55 C, what would its temperature be? Ii C E

11. During a hot month in Dodge ly the noon daily

temperatures averaged 12'C abode normal. What

was the total number of degrees above normal T H

for those 30 days?

12. One winter day when the temperature was 22°C in

Hawaii, it was -22°C in Alaska. What was their C

temperature difference?

ce.

o .

C

13. How imany Celsius degrees are there - between' the

boiling point and freezing point of water?
V

14.c How many Celsius degrees are there between

boiling point of water and normal body tempe tore?

Complete the puzzles below by filling in the letter hick corresponds to

the number under each blank. The numbers are the swers to the problems

above,-and the letters are those which are listed nder the answer blanks.

As an example, 11 is the code for A; an A has be written in each blank

where the number 11 appears.

K

English physicist and mathematician who devised a scale of temperature:

1 U22 22 711
A_

7- 67 5 22 10 TS 30

Swedish astronomer who devised a temperature scale:

4 56 TS 3 8 76 4 5 22 26 13 8 26

German phykicist who devised a temperiture scale and introduced the use

of mercury ?in theTometers:

9 4. 33 8 U T72- 44 1411 60 8 5 30 60 5 13 3

t

6 4
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AN KEY
TEMPERATURE PUZZLE (Module 5)

1." The average summer temperature for the Great Lakes is

18 Celsius. The average temperature of th Gulf of

Mexico is 29 GelsiOs. 1Phat is the differeAce in - c

average temperature for the two bodies of water'?

2. Find the average temperature for five lakes in Pasco

County on a given day when the temperatures were 30°C, 3 0 C

28°C, 32°C, 29°C, and 31°C. fJ

3. A .certain candy recipe calls for cooking the mixture

until the temperature reacheg 120°C. If Jean has the

mixture er 87uc now, how many degrees must the 33 C

.temperature increase?

4. If it took 3 hours for a 3 kilogram beef roast to

increase its temperature from log to 85°C, what was

the average number of degrees-the temperature rose

per hour?

5. Normal body temperature is 37°C. Normal room '-

temperature is about 22°C. How many degrees warmer 15- c

is your body than normal room temperature? D

6. The boiling point of water is 100°C. Alcohol boils

at 78°C. How many degrees difference is.there in .224 C.

their boiling points? . L -.

7. One week in June, New York City had the following .

temperatures: 25°C, 27°C, 29°C, 22°C, 24°C, 28°C, .2 4* C
and 27 °C. Find the average temperature for that --s
June week.

8. One chilly winter day the temperature drop* frOm

5°C to -8°C. How many degrees did the temperature fall?

9. Wfiile'Carol was helping her mother cook dinner; she

noticed, the me loaf redpe called for an oven

temperature of °C. If the oven had already heated

to 41°C, how man degrees must it stilt increase?

10. A chocolate chip cookie recipe calls for a baking

temperature of 190°C. If the oven overheated 55 C,

what would its temperature be?.

11. During a hot month in Dodge City *the noop daily

temperatures averaged 129c above normal. What was

the total number of degrees abbve normal for those

30 days?

Adapted from Amusements in Developing Metric Skills, p. 36-37.
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Answer Key - Temperature Puzzle (cont.)

12. One winter day when the tempdrature was 22°C in o

Hawaii, it was -22°C in Alaska. Whdt-was their
ikv

C

temperature difference? .

13. How many Celsius degrees are there between the

boiling point and freezing point of water?

14. How many Celsius degrees are there between the

boiling point of water and normal body temperature?

lo o°

V

43° c

Complete the puzzles below by filling in the letter which corresponds to

the number under each blank. The numbers are the answers to the problems

above, and the letters are those which are listed under the answer blanks.

As an example, 11 is the code for A; an A has been written in each blank

where the number 11 appears.

English physicist and mathematician who devised a scale of temperature:

%Ai I

322 2 AM11

K ELvIN
65:271-5730

Swedish -astronomer who devised a temperature scale:

A NDE 13,_ E. L5 'US
Tr 16 7 5 8 26 4 5 22 26 13 2 26

German physicist who devised a temperature scale and introduced the use

of mercury in thermometers:

G_ A V.
13

ET9 3 8 -22-

66
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WHAT'S THE TEMPERATURE? *

Directions:

Record the'correct temperature

fvom the list below in the

blank beside the picture.'

06 Celsius

100° Celsius

37°. Celsius

60° Celsius

-40' Celsius

80° Celsius

20° Celsius.

30° Celsius

-10' Celsius

-30° Celsius

3.

$

(Module 5),

I

* Adapted from Metric Exercises, p. 16
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METRIC TEMPERATURE - POSTTEST

Directions: Choose the best answer for each item.

1. A typical temperature for a July day in New York City is

a) 31 °C

,b) 90° C

c) -5° C

2. A typical temperature for a January day in New York City is

a) 30 °C

b) 90° C

c) -5° C

.

3. A 'person with a fever might have a temperAure of

a) 38.3- C

b) 78.2° C

c) 12.5° C

4. A .cake ;slaked at a temperature of

a) 17° G

b) 177° C

c) .347` C

5. A freezer has a temperature of

a) -18°C
b) 18° C

c) 25° C

6. An air conditioner is set to maintain

a) 22° C

b)' 52° C

c) 70° C

1

(Module 5)

./

7. An average high temperature for Los Kngeles in April,' is
4 I

a) 62° C
b) 21' C

c) 89° *C

Adapted from Amusements in Developing Metrie'Skilli, p,. 39
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MetilctTemperature - Posttest (cont.) kr

'8. The boiling.point of water is

a) 100' C

b) 212° C

c) 300' C

9. The freezing point of water is

a) 30: C

b) 15. t

c) 04' C

10. Absolute'Zero is

a) 0' C

b) -2731 C

c) -500' C t

4
.

r
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Metric RELATIONSHIPS WITHIN THE METRIC SYSTEM Module 6

. V
. .

Objecti yes

The parti(ipant will be able to:

1. convert from one set of metric units to another using the six
' basic prefixes an applying them to measurement of length,
volume and mass. ..

I

2. .convert among units of length, volume and mass (ustAlg water
at 4° C. as a standard) . -

Suggested ActivitiesActivities to Meet Objectives

1. Read and study "Relationships Within the Metric System."

2. Complete Discussion/Demonstration "Concepts Within the Metric System."

3. Cormlete'worksheet, "Time for Breakfast."

4. Complete Learning Center Activity #1.
h

5. Work 'crossword puz2le, METRIC CONVERSIONS

6., Work measurement puzzles: LENGTH, VOLUME, MASS. Complete practice puzzle
page 91 before working measurement puzzle.

7. Play Metric Bingo

Illustration of Mastery

1. Completion of "Conversions" posttest with 80 percent accuracy.

2. Agreement of."satisfactory" between participant and instructor on:

.
a. Worksheet, "Time for Breakfast."

b. Learning Activity #1.

Sorenson /Kluever 70
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.1.

RELATIONSHIPS WITHIN THE METRIC SYSTEM (Module 6)

_ 1 0
When you have learned the basic metric units of length, volume and mass,

you have the basis for every measurement needed in:everyday living and in
special kinds of work:

Other measuring units are derived from the three basic units and are all
interrelated within the metric system. The nicest thing is that they all have
simple relationships to each other. They are multiples of 10, 100, or 1,000- -
the same as in length, mass and volume. This makes calculations extremely
simple, requiring only, that you move a decimal point to multiply or divide.
,[mental calculations are easy to do for many relationships, too.

t

Let 's see what these relationships, are within the metric system.

Interrelationships of Length

A$ soon as you learn metric length, you can measure metric.area, which is
length x width. The meter is the basic length unit, and the square meter is
the basic area unit. A square meter is a Tittle bigger than a square yard.
Small areas are usually measured by the square centimeter (about 1/2 the area
of a postage stamp).

For larger areas ,t4such as land measurement-, the common -measurement is a
square 100 meters on each side or 10,000 square meters. This area unit is
called the hectare. You can remember its dimensions because of the hecto-
prefix, which means 100. A hectare is about the size of 21/2 football fields.

Very large-land areas are measured in square kilometers. A square kilo-
meter iss1,000,000 square meters. It .is also 100 hectares.

Do you notice how easy it is to divide area into smaller units? Ao.square

kilometer divided by 1000 equals 100 hectares. A hectare divided by 100 equals
a square meter. A square meter divided by 10,000 equals a square centimeter.
You can divide or multiply simply by moving the decimal Point.

0
Interrelationships Between Length and Volume

You will recall that we pFe-rkusly said the liter was, the basic metrie3
voltsne unit. The liter is derived from a length unit, too. It works like this
If you take a box NO centimeters long by 10 centimeters wide by 10 centimeters
high, you will have a unit that has a-volume of 1,000 cubic centimeters. Or

- 1,000 cubic centimeters is also equal to a cubic decimeter (1 decimeter by 1
decimeter by 1 decimeter). The liter or cubic decimeter is slightly larger
than a quart, and convenient for everyday use.

When we want to measure very small volumes, we use cubic centimeters.
A cubic centimeter (1 cm long by 1 cm wide by 1 cm high) is equal to 1/1000 of
a liter. We call this a milliliter. You will recall that vie used this tem,
too, in earlier study of metric volume. A small sugar cube is slightly bigger

cs

than a cubic centimeter,. 1

D. Sorenson
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If we want to measure very large volumes of solid materials such as coal.4 iron, gravel , cement and soi I , we use a larger. unit cal led the cubic meter,

which measures 1 meter by 1 meter by 1 meter. A cubic meter is slightly'larger

than the cubic yard that is in common use in the United States. It equals

about 30 bushels.

Interrelationships Between Mass and Volume

Remember that the basic units of mass are the gram and the kilogram

(1000 grams). There is an interesting and useful relationship between the

volume and mass when we use water at 40 C. as a standard. Let's explore this

relationship.

One kilogram (1000 grams) of water occupies a volume of ,1000 cubic centi-

meters or 1 liter. Therefdre, it follows that i gram of water has a volume

of 1 cubic centimeter and 1000 kilograms of water have a volume of 1 cubic

meter.

Very large quantities of material are measured by the metric ton, which

is 1000 kilograms. Orie metric ton of water (4° C.) has a volume of one cubic

meter. 4

Interrelationships Arrong Length, Volume and Masi

In the preceding sections we have discussed the interrelationships between

two of the basic measuring units at a time. Perhaps many of you.have already

figured out that since both length and mass are interrelated to volume, the

three basic units have to be interrelated to each other.

One way you can figure this out is illustrated in Figure 1. The equipment .

used includes a liter beaker, a container 1 decimeter x 1 decimeter x 1 decimeter,

and balance. When the liter beaker filled with water is poured into the 1

cubic decimeter container, it fills it exactly. When the cubic decimeter con-

tainer is weighed on the scale, it is balanced by a 1 kilogram mass (the weight

of the container must be compensated for).

Thus we found that the contents of the liter exactly fit in the cubic

decimet6cr container. This shows that these two units (the liter and cubic

decimeter) are equal for water. at 49 C. We also found that the cubic decimeter

container of water was balanced by 1 kilogram of mass. That shows that these

two units, the cubic decimeter and kilogram, are equal.

In other words: 1 liter = 1 cubic decimeter = 1 kilogram. Therefore

1,1000 of a .liter (1 milliliter) = 10000 cubic decimeter (1 cubic centimeter) =

1/1000 of a kilogram (1 gram). When you measure in one of the units--length,

volume or mass--you automatically have the other two. Remember this exact

equality relates only to water at 4° C. If you use other liquids than water,

they will occupy the sane volumes (liter and cubic decimeter) but will have

a different mass. Do you have any idea why?
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cifThere are many more relationships of units within the metric system when

you.neas-ure power, light, work, electricity an other energy

learn

J.mi . You can

lea these terms as you need them in various specialized area . But you will .

always find that they have convenient conversions from one uni to another.

They will be-multiple's of 10, 100, 1,000 or even 1,000,000 which are easily

calculated by merely moving a decimal point. They will have the same prefixes

of milli -, centi-,deci-, deka-, hecto-, and kilo- for identification of theiri
size.

The convenient relationships within 'the metric system are what make it

the most efficient and understandable measuring system in the world.

Here are the convenientsyntols for the units of area, volume and

mass that we have been discussing:

Area Symbol Volume Symbol Mass Symbol

square centimeter' cm
2

cubic centimeter cm
3 gram g

square decimeter dm2 milliliter ., m1( kilogram kg

square meter m
2

cubic decimeter dm
3

metric ton t.

hectare ha liter 1

square kilometer km2 cubic meter m3

73
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Discussion
Demonstration

CONCEPTS WITHIN THE METRIC SYSTEM

(This session would be led by an instructor.)

1. Review prefixes used in the metric system.

a. Relate them to the meter, liter ..nd gram.

b. Relate the prefixes toeach other.

(Module 6)

1. Have participants fill in the chart, "Relationships Among

Metric Prefixes."

2. Discuss the patterns seen in the chart,

2. Compare the relationships among the units of the metric system.

a . Review (or explain) the concept of area ( 1 x w = a Lx2 )

b. Review volume (1 xwxh=v[x3] ) (transparency).

c. Review the metric unit, liter, as a unit of volume.

3. Demonstrate the relationship between the liter and cubic decimeter.

a. Use 2 containers, a 1 liter cylinder and a cubic decimeter container.

b. Fill the cubic deoimeter with exactly one liter of water.

c. Carefully pour the water from the cubic decimeter into the 1 liter

cylinder.

.d. Is there more water in the liter or the cubic decimeter?

CONCLUSION: One cubic decimeter = one liter

4. Discuss when to-use volume in cubic units and volume in liters.

a. Liquids are measured in.liters.

b: Solids are measured in cubic meters or cubic centimeters.

c. The teacher gives examples of items measured by volume; the students

respond with the type of volume measurement the item is expressed in.

(e.g. cubic meters, cubic centimeters, or liters)

CONCLUSION: Liquids are measured in liters and solids in cubic

meters or centimeters.

Sorenson/Kluever 75
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Discussion CONCEPTS WITHIN THE METRIC SYSTEM

Demonstration (cont.)

5. Demonstrate the relationship between length and volume and mass in

the metric system.

a. Weigh the empty cubic decimeter container.

b. Fil`the container with water (40 C:.

c. Weigh the decimeter container filled with water. (Be sure to

compensate ftr the weight of the container.)

d. How much does the water weigh?

e. Complete the equation: 1 dm3 = 1 liter = (mass)

CONCLUSION: 1 ,dm-1 = 1 liter = 1 kg

6. Discuss the relationship between the cubic centimeter, the milliliter

and the gram using water at 40 C as a standard.

a. f 1 liter of water weighs 1 kilogram, then .001 liter of water

ld weigh .001 kilogram or 1 gram.

b. Complete the equation: 1 cm3 = 1 11 =

CONCLUSION: 1 cm3 = 1 ml = 1 g.

7. Complete the chart, "Relationships Among Metric Prefixes" on page 82.
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Worksheet TIME FOR BREAKFAST (Module 6)

So

As a shopper, you probably like to 'get the most for your money,." Decide which
amount of each item below is thy largest. Write the letter for the "best buy"
in the blank at.he right.

1. Breakfast food is about 49C for: 1.

a. 500 grams
b. .49 kilograms

60 dekagrams

2. Milk is abbut 55C for: 2.

a. 20 deciliters

b. .2 liters

c. 200 milliliters

3. A loaf of bread is about 454 for:

J

3.

kilograms

b. 7.5 dekagrams

c. 700 graft'

. .

4 Butter is about 85c for: 4.

a. .45 kilograms

b. 50 grams

C. 47 dekagrams

t

4

5. Jam is about 89c for: 1 5.

a. 170 grams

b. .18 kilograms

c. 15 dekagrams

6. Peanut butter is about 96c for: 6.

a. .70 kilograms

b. 5000 centigrams

c. 750 grams

). Bacon s about S1.19 for: 7.

a. 50 grams

b. 5 hectograms

c. 4.5'dekagrams

Sorenson/Kluever
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1

Time for Breakfast .- 2

8. Orange'juice is about 39t for: 8..

a. 10 deciliters

b. 1.2 liters

c. 1000 milliliters
.

`-

(Rodule 6)

9: Coffee is about $3.50 for: 9.

a. 1.5 kilograms
b. l4 hectograms

c. 1500 decigrams

10. Breakfast sausage is about $1.90 for:. 10.

a. 89 dekagrams

b. .95 hectograms

c. 900 grams

4,

do.
, .79
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Learning Center Activity #1 METRIC AREA

,EQUIPMENT NEEDEDrscissors, tape, meter stick, cm2 grid paper

1. Look at your sheet of grid paper., This used .

to be identified as 81/2 x 11 inches. Estimate

its dimensions in-metric. (Grid oar.914 on page 87) 1.

2. Cut out a rectangl (BUT NOT A SQUARE) wit

an area of 100 cm 4.
a. Record its area. 2a.

b. What is the per'reter? 2b.

3. Cut your rectangle (from 2 above) into pieces

to make a square decimeter. Tape it

together.

a. Record its area,

b. Record its perimeter.

4. Use your square decimeter to estimate and
measure the area of 3 surfaces around the

room (e.g., books, desks, tables).

Record the measurements.

a.

b.

c.

Article Estimate

5. Take, a meter stick. Identify an object'

in the room which has a surface of about one

square meter.
What is it?

3a.

3b.

(M9dule 6)

S

63

Measurement

5.

6. Choose a large surface in-or near
the room (e .g . windows, chalkboard,

screen, floor, door, etc.)

What.surface. did you choose? 6a.

b. Measure and record its area. 6b.

/-81

80
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METRIC CONVERSIOA CROSSWORD PUZZLE
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ACROSS DOWN

2.

3.

4 4.

A k locirr, Is a Alt of 1.1

2".A is a unit of

Symbol for .milZiliter.

8. Metrtc unit with largest vol,re rilliliter, 5.

i ter, or centl.'ter.- 6.

9. Symoc,1 forliter is 7.

10: A meter is t of a. 9.

11. A looks very mwch like a 12.

yardstick'
15.

13. A reitric* unit of *ngth:

14. veiric unit with lea5t Trass -- gran or kilogram?
,

16. Symbol for neier.

17. 6ymbol for centimeter.

I .

:

,,
8 3

Ndule 5)

o
C. is a short way to write

Shortest retric unit of lengtr-- mi

meter or centimeter?
Basic metric unit of volume.

Basetric uni,t of mass.

Symffor kilogram`
A quart and a have about thg

limetel%

same volume.

The metric massTrrpounds is' about 1
Symbol for millimeter.

t^N



Learn,nn Center Activity =2 MEASUREMENT PUZZLES (ModUle 6)

41

Three puzzles,tone each on length, volume and mass, make up this

learning activity. For each puzzle, the participant is asked to find the

equivalent.on each side of each square. The participant is required to

complete one of-the puzzles, but is encouraged to work al' three of them.

You may wdrk alone or with someone else. Before starting a puzzle, you

are encouraged to complete a "practice puzzle" on length or volume. A

description of the practice puzzle on volume is presented below:

Practice Puzzle: Volume

This is a stall practice puzzle to use as a warm-.up before trying the

16-square ones (length, volume and mass) shown on the following pages.

Arrange te four puzzle pieces (shown below) into one large square so that

all adjacent sides name equal volumes.

Here are the puzzlelliieces:

210 cl

1 ki Lidt-

3c1

2.341

1.k1 23d1

1000 mi

57 hi

400111 FOdk

5.7(1

570m(

i0Ohl 10hi

I ak I

Wien you've finisned, the nuzzle nieces should be in this order:

57h1

400h1 lOdkl

5 7c1

230c1

.1k1 4d1

23c1

'57041'

100h1 10h1

ldkl

2.3d1

lkl 23d1

1000m1

84-2.

83
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LENGTH MEASUREMENT PUZZLE (Module 6)

Cut put th,.- Fit them together so t all adjacent sides
came the s:-:.tee i en t is

I

.4 cm

23m 230m 23 mm
e

10 scit2 4-C.)3 1= 43 hm i40 m 400 in

57 cm 5.7 kr

573

'0 cm ar,

250 dip=

23 hr.

C.7

430 h 10 diz...

. ^57 cm

570 m

id m

57 k-. 2:;3 cm

. 23 clkm

5.7 In

4 , .1 km 4 dm

.-01- mm !;00 dm mm

57 :TM

.023 hm 5.7 cm -
r

40 dm .1 cm .1 3F.r. 40 kin 1

5.7 hm 250 kirk

23 cm
7 dm

4 mm

.rn

r 570 do

cum '40 mm

('30 hm

* Taken iron Amusements in Developing Metric Skills; Clack & Leitch,p.10.

.84 -
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VOLUME MEASUREMENT PUtLE (Module 6)

Cut out tnc, them "of-ether so that all adjacent

sides name the. same :vou.--:.esf;

.56 ,3

3 - m ' ,

.-12 ml 2 m3

1 rl I 56 cm

7111 cm'

2m1 60m1

1000

Z

N\

4.2

7-D

6 1

-r'

2000 1 1 =3

7

cm3

1 cm3

1 1

560 ml

60 1 1000 1

2 dm3

200 1

34 1

ml

ml 3.4 cm3

37 1
\/ 5.6 ml

2/1

37 ml
.4,4

rr..1 PCCO m. ...34 1

1 1

2 cm'

3400 cm3 7 ml

5600

70 ml .C.,01 1 ml 3.

dm"

;74 CO 2 cm3

_ - ,
-2, .2_ .- 1

.

* Taken fron Anusenents in Qeveloping Metric Skills; Clack& Leitch,p.31.

8Q
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MASS MEASUREMENT PUZZLE

-Cut out the squares. Tit them together so,t'sat all adjacent
sides name the same masses.

(Module .6)

46,

690 g y

19,4- 300 dg

1.2 cg

.02 mg

'10 c 690 kg

1200 g

12 kg

.03 t .01 g

.0%Pg

1.2 kg

30 g 300 kg

69 dg

1.2 dg

.3 kg 1 dg

,69 kg

I 6.9 C

.1 kg .069 cg

.012 t

120 cg

.z-cg .003 t

.12 kg

.

123 g

3 cg 3 g

.3 rag

1 ng

3 kg 100 g

.

6.9 sg

.1 rag

x.069 mg 13 g

t

69 cg

6900 g

30 dg_ 30 kg

,

-12 cg

1? g

69 kg 30 mg

120.kg

6.9 cg

.3 g ..1 cg

1200 mg

'690 dg

10 dg 3 mg

.012 kg

690 mg

01 mg 3 dg

69 g

.0012 kg

100 d6 300 g

69 mg

vsiot)

* Takenfron Anusenents in Developing Metric Skills; Clack & Leitch,p.23.

.
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Learning Center Activity =3 METRIC AREA (Module 6)

Area is the measure of a surface. Area can be dealt with in terms of a

one-to-one correspondence with the unit of one square centimeter. .You should

already be familiar with the length of a centimeter. A square centimeter would

be:

U

1 cm

=1 cT
2

The activities given below are set up so that you can find the area of the
figures without knowing the 1 x w = a formula, which requires multIolication.

You should be able to make an estimate of the area, then accurately find the

area using the a cm'2 notation.

Activity 1: Count the number of square centimeters in the figures below and fill

in the blanks. Check .the answers.

a. b.

1

cm 2

O

c.

cm2

Activity 2: Cut out,figures of the sizes specified below and paste them on a

sheet of paper.

a. 20 cft ' b. 13 cm2 c. 1 dm2

Activity 3: Draw around your hand. Estimate the area; now 12 the transparent

grid over the drawing, and count the number of whole centimeters,
Count all parts of a centimeter that are largqr thanone-half and
add them to the total. Total equals cm 4.

179
Activity 4: Find the area in the word "METER".

4

6

IIIAdditional Activity; Find the area of the room, playground, etc., in square meters.'

S

88
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Game METRIC BINGO' (Module 6)

Materials: Markers (corn, beans, small paper squares)

Metric Bingo Cards (shown in the example below).

The spaces are randomly filled with symbols for measurements from

'the list below. Length measurements are placed in the L column, volume

under V and mass under M. Square and -cubic dimensions are used in the

D column.

Two spaces on the card nay be used as "free" spaces. They should

be in two different columns and be.written in red. The appropriate

wordlength, volume, mass or dimension--is written in each free

space (see example).

Callin. Cards

Each card names an equivalent of the measurements shown on the bingo

card (see list below). The top-of each card is marked L, V, M or D

to indicate the column ih which the correct answer will be found.

Meiric, I ins°

LV.M.1)
hm volume kg dm/

a krn hi mass 1(wi

cm dkl 3 DI'

mmc.l d9 m3

Players:

fRules:

Symbol Equivalent Symbol Equivalent

km 1,000 meters kg 1,000- grams
hm 100 meters hg 10 dekagrans
dkm .1 hectometer dkg .1 hectogram

1,000 millimeters g 10 decigrams
dm .01 dekameter dg 10 centigrams
Cr" .1 decimeter cg 10 milli grams
inn .001 meter mg .001 gram

,J-00
k 1

hl
hectoliters

.1 kiloliters
m2,
cm4

100 square decimeters
100 square mi 1 1 imeters

dkl 100 deciliters cm3 1,000 'cubi c ri 11 itneters
1 100 centiliters 'd3

3 .001 cubic meter
dl 10 centiliters m 1,000 cubic decimeters
cl .1 deciliter ch 100 square centimeters
ml .001 liter km2 10,000 square hectometers

2 - 7, 'plus a caller

1. Each player takes one or more Metric Bingo Cards. The spaces in

red are free and may be covered before the game begins.

2. The caller shuffles the cards, then reads the top one, naming both

the letter which identified the column and the equivalent measurement

(e.g., V - .01 liter).

3. Th; players find' the correct equivalent measurement on their cards

and cover them.

4. When a player has coveld a complete row--across, down, or diagonally--

he or she calls out."Bi go." Thbt player then uncovers and reads

each of the covered answer t while .the caller checks to be sure the

covered words were correct. If all are correct, the player who

called "Bingo" is the winner. If the player has made a mist*, 411 A

play continues until a winner is found. -

s.

Sorenson/Kluever 88
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RELATIONSHIPS WITHIN THE METRIC SYSTEM - POSTTEST (Module 6)

Metric reasurements are given in the first column. In the second column are
equivalent measurements. Find an equivalent in the second colt= to match each
measurement in the first column. Put the correct letter in the blank at the left.

1) 250.d1 a) .05 kilometers

2) 2.5 g b) 50 hectograms

3) .5 g c) 2.5 dekalitrs

A) 500 dkg d) 250 meters

5) 25 mg e) 5 kiloliters

6) 2.5 1, f) 50 hectometers

7) 50 hl g) 25 decigrams

8) 50. m h) 250 centiliters

9) 500 cm i) 50 decimeters

10) 2.5 hm j) 2.5 centigrams

k) 500 milligrams

1) 50 milliliters

Tne following items relate to water at 4° C.

11) Wfat is the volume in liters of a dm3?

12) What is the mass of a ml? .

13) What is the volume in cubic units of a kg?

14) What is the volume in liters of a kg?

15) What is the volume in cubic units of a g?

Sorer.son/Kluever
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METRIC EVERYDAY APPLICATION OF METRIC MEASUREMENT Module 7

Qbjecti yes

The participant will be able to:

1. indicate instances of metric measurement in everyday life.

2. complete a story, activity or other project in which metric
measurement is used. .1,

Suggested Activities to Meet Objectives

<

1. Collect can labels from supermarket items which hake metric and English
units on them. Make a chart and list metric and glish units, along
with a description of the item. (See Learning Activity 01) When you've
finished, make a collage from the can labels for display in.the class-
room'area.

2. Use a metric roadmap and plan a vacation route for you and your family.
Mark some things you would like to visit and the distances (in kilo-
meters) between them. (Roadmaps available at MA, Chicago IL.)

3. Olympic track events are measured in meters or kilometers. Find a
listing of Olympic events and make a chart of the length (in metric).
of the event and the record time or distance.

4. Some of the records listed in the Guiness Book of World Records are
given in metric units. Find'some of them and share them with the group.

5. Develop a story activity or other project in which you can relate a
continuous set of circumstances using metric measurement (e.g. a trip
to the supermarket, a track event,..a trip, weather report).

6. Imagine the U.S. was using the metric system today. You turn on you
radio and everything is spoken in terms of the metric systeni. Think
of how commercials, weather reports, sports broadcasts, etc: would
sound if metric units were used instead of English. Write a 3 to 5
minute radio broadcast.. You may tape it on a cassette and present it
to the class if you like.

7. Examine the menus fro.mEurope. Take notice of had the measurements
of the beverages are listed in metric units. Make a display showing
all the different amounts of beverages served, using colored water.
You may want to describe your display to the class.

Illustration of Mastery
In

1. Agreement of "satisfactory" between participarkt and instructor on the
. successful completion of at least one of the activities listed above.

Sorenson /Kl uever
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LEARNING ACTIVITY 1 EVERYDAY APPLICATION OF METRIC MEASUREMENT (Module 7)

SUPERMARKET ITEMS ENGLISH UNITS METRIC UNITS

OP

t % ', '

c I",

I

f
--.

-.Ir....

lrr
II

.
I

I

e

9 2
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METRIC RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN METRIC AND ENGLISH MEASUREMENT Module 8

\
Objectives

The participant will be able to:

1. convert from metric to English units and vice versa in writing and

in actual performance in terms of length, volume, mass in

a. estimated outcomes (e.g. longer, larger, smaller)._

b. accurate conversion in units:

Suggested Activities to Meet Objectives

1. ,Study chart on "Metric Conversion Factors."

2. Complete Learning Activity 1#1.1.on "Using English and Metric Units.

3. Play the game METRIC MAID -- length,, volume, mass.

4. Play the .game METRIC STADIUM BASEBALL.

5. Complete at least twoof the following challenge Activities:-

a. Convert a school supplies list to metric units.

(Learnitig Activity #2),

b. Convert the daily weather report, to metric units (Learning' Acti vi ty #3) .

c. Convert punch recipes to metric units (Learning
5

Activity #4).

d. Revise a pattern into metric units (Learning Acti itY #5).

e. Prepare a supermarket shopping list in metric units (Learning.Activity

#6).

f. Rescale a baseball-diairond and draw the.-Ipian in metric units. How

far would it be to left field?, right field?, center field?, between

bases?, to the pitchers mound?

Illustration of Mastery

1. Completion of posttest with 80 percent accuracy.

2. Agreement of "satisfactory" between participant and instructor on

two or more challenge acti vides.:
.

Sorensonaluever
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I)1.1)11{T11INT 01 ('.0\111F1tCE
\ ION 11 RI 11 01 1 NI/1RD)

1111\t,I(IN. D.C. 20231

1-BS Letter (:iridar 1031 .

Jul) 1973
(Module 8)

FTIZ 1( , '(;()N 1:IS 1()N FACTORS
Approxitmate Corn ersions

to 1etr*ic `.1cakures
SN m1)01- Wbrn You noN 1,1ultipl leN ToYind Symbol

in niches
ft feet
yd yards
mi Miles

*2.5 centimeters cm

30 centimeters cm

0.9 meters
1.6 kilometers km

AREA,

in2 square inches
square feet

yd` square ya'rds
inil square miles

\i!fre

6.5

0.09
0.8
2.6

. 0.4

square centimeters cm'
square meters m2

square meters m2

square kilometers km'
hectares ha

MASSLyiite ht)

OZ ounces 28 grams

lb poulids . 0.45 kilograms
short tons 0.9 .tonnes

120001b)
VOLUME

tsp
Tbsp

tra.poons
table,poons.

5, milliliters
milliliters

fl oz -fluid ounces 30
sttps 0.24 liters

pt pints 0.47 liters'

qt
gal

quarts
gallons

0.95.,
3.8

liters
liters

Its cubic feet 0.03 cubic meters

ycl3 cubic yards . 0.76 cubic meters

-40

0-

kg

mI
ml
ml
1

1

1

m3

m3

F Fahrenheit 5/9 t after
templrature subtracting temperature

321

32

-40 -20
°C

40

98 G

1 I t
1 1

00 120

20 40
37

I e

"t-
212

1 e I

200 II
1

169
60 80 100

°C

*1 in = 2.54 cm (c-zactly). For otb:J exact conversions
and more dr tailed tables, see NHS llisc. Publ. 2F.o, Units
of Weigliti and Measures, Price $2.25, SD Catalog No.
C13.10: 286.

94
n 4
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"VP

Approximate Conversions
from Metric Measures

(Module 8)

St in1)01 When You Know Multipl) b To Find Symbol

LENGTH
mm millimeters 0.01 inches in

cm cpntimeters .0.4 inches in

rn meters 3.3 feet ft

m meters 1.1 yards yd

km kilometers 0.6 miles mi

AREA

Ill
2,

kin`
ha

luare
square

mare
hectoi

centimciers
meters
kilometers

10.6(10 m"

0.16
1.2
0.
2.5

squa re. inches in`
square yards yd`
square miles r1i2
acres

MA.t,S wei:Ott

g grams ' ' E. u 3 5 ounces oz

kg k)k.:tauts 2.2 pounds lb
tonnes 1.1000 kg) 1.1 short tons

I.U11::
0.03 fluid ounces. fl oz

liters 2.1 pints pt .
1 liters 1.06 quarts qt

1 liter 0.26 gallons gal
re Cubic meter., 35 cubic feet ft'
111 cubic meters 1.3 cubic yards Yr13

TI-;\111:P exact)
.`C., Celsius (76( then Fahrenheit 'F

temperature , add 32) reinp...lature

1 hi- 1., tit r 1 u etilar (I ( 10I1) pro% ide. come; -loll factor. for
:40111_ I root ommon t it,toni.i unit to metric unit. and

%lc, %el -a. 11111.1. odiliced frerl. 1A410 I1 on NITS
1,111,11 o ;(-", ( 1972).. loie Cott.ersion

.1". .1% atihid, pos. $1,11' 55. a %ellitl11.11 illatici/ed card from tile
(.oscrotorot Priotot I f .'iliwilitemient of Documents.

1).1 201112. Pti( r 20 ern! domrtie postpaid. or
1() t rots (d.( 1:,,okstort.. sto. 1. Nolohrr ( mato" No.
( 13.1(). t();/2. ( 25 1),-reent ilisotint ott orders of 10(1 or more
rovii),

t
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Learning ktivity USING ENGLISH AND METRIC UNITS (Module 8)

I. Measure, 3 objects in the classroom or:IMC. Record thd lengths below

in metric units. Then, using the conversion factors, record the

Enlish units. To check, measure, in English and convert to metric.

Item

1.

2.

3.

Metric 1 English

1'

2. Weigh 3 objects in the classroom'or,IMC. (They may be the same or

different from the objects used in 11) Record the masses (or weights)

as you did in

I tern

2.

fetric Eng I rsh

5

3. Fill 'an `unmarked beaker jiiih some water (any amount). Find out tne

volume in all? metric units listed below. Then convert it to English

unit's listed 0004, usimpthe conversion factors. Check it by measuring

in English. Then take tne temperature of the water in both metric and

English unrts.

Temperature

Metric

- Sorens-on/kluever

cl

dkl

.o or

9

\ 96

English

0 F

4

LSO

Tsp

fi_oz \
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GAME
METRIC SAID

Materials : Deck of 21 - 45 cards- as shqn in

All cards must be one of a, pai r

except for one odd one,

the Metric Maid.

the example:

ilkm

len3+h

Wn

SPodu-le 8)

.b m.

I en3th

These cards would make a match'.

The following values are suggested as Pairs:

1 km = .6 mi 1 mi = 1.6 km 1 gal= 3.8 1

1m = 1.1 yd 1 yd . .9 m 1 qt = :95 1

1 cm = .4 in 1 ft = 30 cm . 1 liter = 1:06 qt
1 pt1= .47'1

1 mm . .34 in 1 in = 2.5 cm 1 ml .03 fl oz 1 c' = .24 1

1 fl oz ='30 ml

1 kg = 2.2 lbs 1 lb = .43-kg ( 1 Tbs= 15 ml

1 g = .035 oz 1 oz = 28 g 1 tsp= 5 ml

Players: 2 4
,

Rules:. 1'. Dealer shuffles and deals 'all cards.

2. Players sort their cards and place all pairs together. A pai r

is the 2 cards that name equal measurements in, English and metric

(e.g., 1 inch and 2.54 cm).

3. the player to the left of the dealer draws a card_from the hand

of the player to his or her left,. The player then places all .

pairs of cards on the table face up: Other players check to be

sure all pairs are correct.

4. The next player to the left draws a card from the player on his

or her left and places all pairs on the table.

5. The game continues until al 1 cards except the Metric Maid have

been matched and place,d on 'the table. The player having the

Metric Maid card is tffe loser. The player with the most cards

on the table may be called the winner'.

Melvin/Kluever
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GAPE METRIC STADIUM BASEBALL (Module 8)

Materials: Game Board (see illustration, next page)

Question cards:' 4 sets - singles, dbubles, triples, haTeruns
(singles are the easiest questions to answer,
doubles a bit harder, and so on; horertris are

the most difficult). Use different color cards

for each set to di fferentiateamong singles,
doubles, triples, hose runs . Questions may be

based just on the metric system or may include

metric-English conversions. (See samples on

next page).

Players:

Rulet:

t

. Balk;

Extra cards May be inserted in each set, such as:

fl) Walk.: Go to first base (2) Your fly ball,was,
-caught by the center fielder (3) You' re OUT:

Golf tees
, .

Two teams kith from one to four playerS on each team (It doesn't
matter if thefe are the sane nutter of players on each team).

f. The gene, is played very much like a real baseball game, except

that the game it only four innings- long. Each team gets a

maximum of 6 turns at bat (6 questions) in an inning.

2. The four piles of cards are placed face down on the playing table.
The team reapers in the field may take turns asking questions', or

they may select a "pitcher" who asks questions for the entire

inning. The batter may select a question from any of the four piles. /
.

I

3. After the batter decides which question level to attempt, the
pitcher takes the top card from that pileand reads it aloud.
If the batter answers correctly, his/her base runner.is advanced.

For example, if a double is correctly answered, the advance is

to second base,- If a question is not answered correctly, an
"Outs: is made. The pitcher should then read the correct answer

aloud. Each team gets three outs per inning or a maximum of

six turns at at.

4. Cards with questions that have been asked should be set aside.

If any of the piles run out, these cards are shuffled and reused.'

5 Each base runner advances the sane number,,of bases as does a
successful batter.. For example, if there is a runner on second
base, and the batter hits a single, the runner on second base may

-advance only One base, If the batter hits a double, the runner'

-on second base can advance two bases to score a "run."

6. Each team can bat only 6 tires per inning. If a team has battled

6 tires and still hasn't made three 'outs, it must take the field,

allowing the other team a chance to bat. But any runners left on 4..
base may return to their respective bases when their team iset

bat again. If a team makes three outs, ho4ever, runners left on ,

'base cannot return to 'their bases the next inning.

7. Each team keeps score on the score board, and the team that 'is
ahead at the end of four innings wins the game.

,98
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METRIC STADIUM BkiEBALL 'GAME

r.

(
' .-- BOARD AND CARD ILLUSTRATIONS

Note; All black -

circles are punched
out to hold the
golf tee
markers.

I

(Module 8)

,

t

Sarple Card

Single

If a cater is
dividt0 into 10
.parts, each part
is called a ?

(decimeter)

I

4

I

-

Sample Questions:
11

Single: 1. 'How many decimeters are there in a meter? .

2. -1,000 *eters .is called a kilometer; 1 ,000.grams is called a ?

Double: 1. What metric unit of area is about the same as a square yard?

2. At what temperature on the Celsius scale would water boil?

Triple: .1. If a bat is 36 inches long, about how long is it in meters?
2. Your team has a water bucket that holds 12 parts.; About how many

fliers is that?

Horrerun: 1.. Which bat would be lighter - one that weighs 4 pounds or one.that
weighs 12 kilograms?

2. Your team is going to travel 10 kilometers to a neighboring town
to play ball. How many miles pii 11 you travel?.
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Learning Activity ;2 METRIC-ENGLISH KELATION5HIPS (Nodule 8)

Below is a request for s'chool supplies. The sizes are' given in

English measuring units. Convert the sizes to metric units and

write them in the appropriate column.

410

(Prepare 2 COpies) CENTRAL STORES SUPPLIES
REQUISITION * .

DATE
February 13,1975

J.
Requested by

Sorenson

Max Poole
Approvid by

Elementary 1 ducation
Department

Account Code Number

Building and Room

102-055

Library

A

4

Stodk
No.

Quantity
Reauested

Unit Item Description English
peasure

Metric
Measure.

-_,_____

32298 2 ream Paper, bond, white - 8011"

32444 1 roll Tape, magic mending 3" core

32427 .
1

roll Tape, raking in core

32218 2 bottle Glue, Elme's
\ .

16 oz.

32069
1

pkg -10s Cards, lbdex 3X5" '

32076 5 box Cerient,rubber .
.4 oz.

:

..-

N

i

32073 2 pkg-10t Cards, Index - 1 5X8" '..

.

32012 1 box Bands, rubber
. .-

4 lb%

32405

r

1 e,' each -Scissor p8" .

32404 1 each Ruler
fr15,,

,,

32146 1 each
.

Envelopes, brown'. 9X12"
I . *

32161 3 ,
Box' -100 Fasteners, paper 1 1" e

32162 2 Box-100 Fasteners, paper 2 "

32120 1 car' Duplicatiag fluid l Gal.

*Received by

.rilled by

Man they

Central Stores Supplies DateFebruary
14,1975

Number

100

Posted by



Learning Aftivity *3 METRIC - ENGLISH RELATION6IPS (Module 8)

The weather ihformation for a day jn March is given below. ,Convert

the information into metric 1,4tts. You may then rewrite the

informAtion in paragraph form vitabl-e for reading on the evening

news.

English Units

440F

Temperature

4-rent

490F High for day

380F Low for the ay
. .

-210F Coldest temperature in

the nation

.870F Warmest temperature in
the- nation

35 °F

400F

10 mph

. .. 29:34

..03. inches

3 miles

Predicted tow for tonight

Predicted high for tomorrow

Wind Velocity

BardMetric Pres.sure

Precipitation

Visibility

2,000 feet . Ceiling

Melvin 101
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arning Activity =4 METRIC-ENGLISH RELATIONSHIPS (Module 8)

CChoose e of the,punch recipes given below. Convert the quantities

to metric units. Rewrite your recipe in the space to the right.

\--ir CIDER PUNCH
10

1 cup lemon juice 1 cup siftedC))
2 cups orange juice 4 cups apple cider

V
confectioners' sugar

Combine juices sith sugar and stir well. Pour oser ice cubes.

12 servirigs.

Teas 153

. SPICED FRUIT PUNCH

21/2
.0

cups orange juice 2 tbsp. grated lemon rind A

i cup canned pineapple 1 tbsp. honey .Z'
juice : 6 whole cloves . =

2 cups-c'old 'water Vz tsp. nutmeg

1/2 cis 1/2 tsp. cinnamon

sugar 6 cup; ginger ale

Combine all ingredients except ginger ale. Let stand for i
hours. Strain. Add ginger ale and crushed ice. Makes about

15 cups.

GRAPE JUICE CRUSH

2 cups grape juice 1/2 cup sugar

cup orange juice 6, 2 cups ice water

V4 'cup lemon juice 1 qt. chilled ginger ale

Mix all ingredierits except ginger ale.. Add it just before
serving in glasses partly filled with cracked ice. 12 servings. 4;

PARTY PUNCH

4 qt. water
3 cups sugar
two 6-oz. cans lemon

juice

I qt. apple juice
2 qt. cranberry juice
I pt. orange juice
1 pt. strong black tea

Bring uater and sugar to boiling Combine with remaining

ingredients and chill bHore sensing. Makes 2 gal. or 40

servings.

1

a

Betty Crockerts Guide to Easy Entertaining. New York: Golden Press, 1959.

Melvin'
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Learning ktivtty #5 METRIWNGLISH RECATIORSHIPS (Module 8)

On this page you are given the information from the back of alpattern envelope.

Choose the size. you wish to convert.

1. Find the Body Measurements section. Convert these measurements (for

one size) tp metric measurements.

2. wing either the dress or the coat-vest, convert (to metric) the

nbri.c-widths and the"amount of fabric required for each width.

3. Convert the zipper and elastic measurements'to metric.

Ttellireas Moro Ca.00." 73Pwia.....a.04Vortnan, emmme Tmomert em on *mom AmipmmA

. .....,_

3751 MISSES' DRESS AND UNLINED-

COAT-VE4ST S1.25 .

.- ',

.

.

,

.
FABRIC REQUIRED 10 12 14 16 18 20 Sizes

\In-36" Without Nap' . 41J4 434 4'4 4% 4% 4% Yds
44" or 45" Without Nap" 354 3% 3'k WA S% 3% ".

58" or 60" With Nat:) . 2% 2% 21/2 21/2 2% 2314 -
Width at tower edge . . . 47 481/2 501/2.15212 54I2 561/2 Ins.

(Optional/ -
1 d. 35" to 60" fabric ,

F Unlined Coat Vest -
35" or 36" With Nap' 3 3 WA YA 312 312 Yds.

44" or 45" with NaP r 21 2% 256 2% 23k 23k

58" or 60- With Nap' . . 2 21k 25A Vis 21/2 21/2 -
Interfacing for Fronts and Back
134 yds. 37" non -woven or 45" woven
Width at lower edge , . 48 491/2 511/2 531/2 551/2 571/2 Ins.

)

.

.

,

WITH NAP means fabric with one way design, with nap pile or shading
WITHOUT NAP means fabric with either way design, without nap, pile or syding.

Body Measurements . 10 12' 14 16 18 20

Bust . . ". 3242 34 36 38 40 42 i.%

Waist . .. .. 25 . 26% 28 30 32 34 "
Hip . . . . 344: 36 38 40 42 44

Back waist length 16 161k 161/2- 16% 17 17'k -
Finished dress length from back

i

of regular neckline .\ ... 40 404 41 411/2 42 421/2 "
Finished coat vest length from back

of regular neckline 4042 41 411/2 42 4242 43/k
**

,.
(2%inch hem for dress and mat -veal)

.

SUGGESTED FABRICS Dress, CoatVest
' - Lightweight Wool Dress - also Surah,

Challis. Crepe. Wool or Synthetic Jersey.
Coat-Vest - also Synthetic Suede.
Lightweight Gabardine Wool Flannel,
Linen, Wool or Synthetic,Double, Knits

NOTIONS Thread, Optional Seam Binding
or Stretch LaCe Dress - 22 Neck or
Invisible Zipper. 3 Hooks and Eyes. 14 Yd
lir E tist ic

t7 PAITITN MIS
teas

I 11C1C1111 als...1.1==111 A

.
%

.-b ..7,%. 42'
,.1

(77-1
,1

mow
1

-

1 coat
ma

' Aro.* mow
14 PCO

(::::,

caT

____......,-,

visz

f
II

l,z,

AA...as
"°'"

Ec)
is

i f
n

IL

h
is

1
1

1.1.J

Back zippered dress
with roll collar and
elastic in wrest
casings. may have
tie drawn thrg neck
opening and belt
Coat -vest with front
yoke 'and patch
pockets may have_
belt. .

Melvin
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Size

Body Measurements

Bust

Waist'

Hip

Waist Length

-Dress Length

s(
Coat-Vest Length

Fabric Widths

35"

44"

58" "

,Fabric Required

for

Metric r Metric
Wt th Length

Tie

Interfacing



Learning Activity =6 METRIC - ENGLISH RELATIONSHIPS (Modlu.le 8)

\

Listed below is a shopping list for tomorrow's trip to the supermarket. The

quantities are given in English units', Convert the quabtities into metrit'

units. Record the total quantity in metric units in the column on the right.

(2) 1 lb. loave4f bread

1 lb. box of crackers

32 lb. roast

12 oz. bacon

lb oz. cheddar cheese

24 oz. cottage cheese

3 oz, parmesan cheese

8 oq. sweet pickles,

2 qts, apple juice

1 gal. milk

1 stick butter

1 Ltra large b(i% f detergent (5 lb. 4 oz.),

Melvin
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4

2.

4

CONVERTING ENGLISH-AND MFTRIC UNITS - POSTTEST (Module 8)

,If a 12" ruler was marked in cent,intteis, it would contain:

a) 2.4 centimeters
b) 30 centimeters
c) 36 centimeters

In' metric, a 14" pizza would measure:
t.

a) 28 tentimeters ,
b) 3.5 centimeters

. c) 40 centimeters

3. If football ftlds were.measured in metersainstead of ;yards,
the length would be:

a) 100 meters
b) 90 meters
e) 75 meters

4. A trip from Chicago,,Illinois to New York City would be 840
miles or:

a) 504 kilometers
b) 1176 kilometers
c) 1344 kilometers

5. One centjmeter equals:

a) .7 inches'
b) .4 iriches
c) 2.5 inches

6. One teaspoon equals

ti

1

a) 5 milliliters t.
b) 15 milli:liters/
c) 10 centiliters

, .

7.
, A recipe Calls for 2 tablespopns of milk. In metric units

that would be:
e

. a) .3 ceriti 11 ters a

b) 15 milliliters .

/ ' c ) 1:0iitii 11i liters
. .

If you ordered a 25 centiliter glass, of pop', you would hayeNabout:

a) one cup
b) one pint

,c).%K quart

Sorenson /Kluever
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ConVerting.Englis1-1 and Metric Units Posttest (cont.)
. . .

' 9. A Payday candy jtar would weigh about:

10.

a) 35 grams'
b) 35 ounces

-c) 350 grans

4,

4

A 12 ounce package of-sandwich meat would weigh about:

a) 120 grams
b) 240. grams
c) 336 grams

11. One quart equals:

la) 1.06 liteFT
b) , .95 liters (
c) 95 milliliters

12. A. pint of cream would contain:

a) 47 centiliters
b) .24 liters
c) 47 mi I lift tern

a.

13. A man weighing 250 pounds could also say he weighed:

a) 420 kilograms.
b) 12-. ams

c) 112.5 ki lo§ratts
. ,

14. A gram equals:

a) f.35 ounces
-b) .035 ounces
c) 28 ounces

15. Which is larger:.
..

V

WOO

a), 500' kilograms .. ,
° b) 1050 pounds

.. c) .105 metri c tons
,

re
. 6

16..-- The .onlyexact measurement, when`comparing English and metric units, is:
.

. . \
...

. ,,

17.

a) 1 Ruart--- .95 litters
b) 1 inoh = 2.54 centimeters
c) 1' kilogram = 2.2 pounds

If a Ce.lsius.th'ermomete: gave a reading of no, it would be
about the same as;

ba 27770°
/

c) 45° F

106
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V

Cortverting English and Metric Units - Posttest (cont.)

18.

20.

4410L,,

ti

I

If a Fahrenheit thermometer read -50, i it would be.about the

same as:.

a) 20° C

b) 92 C

c) -20° C

Water freezes at:

6)* 0° F

b):. 0° C
c) 32° C

A gallon of milk would be:

a) larger than 4 liters.

b) smaller than 4 liters.

c) the same as 4 liters.

Pe"

1

F

O

dr.
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"DEVEI.OPING A PLAN FOR TEACHING THE METRIC SYSTEM

1

Objecti ves
4

`' ModUle 9

The partiCipant wily, bet able, alone or with othttrF.to:

1. develop a plan for teaching metric measurement at the age/grade

level at which he/she teaches. The plan will include provision for:
I

a. metric content

b. objectives for the students

c. "assessments (pre and post)`
0.

d. a variety of groupipg.patterns

b. a variety ofactivities and materials

,,

Suggested Activities to Meet Objectivei*1

1. < Review, modules used to present metriLmeasuren'ent to teachers.
,

r

2. Review ideas, a(cti vitrei, materials on display at the workshop

in our loeal building and/or systerlt and the 'city media centers.

3. Develop a Tian for implementation that includes: (a) objectives
"a through e" in Qbjective 1 above: (b) a timeline Jor implementation
and evaluationN) Cc) an indicatiki Qf how your plan relates to metric
instruction of chi ldren at. lower and hi gher a Iade levels than yours ;

and (d) eval-u.a.ti on' and moditfi cation of the, pl

Note: This plan is to be 'presdntedirt two s ages:

(1) in outline fo.rm befdve starting 'the project:

(2) in detailed' foi-m (ready to teach from and may, include
instructional materials) at c9pletion of course.

Illustration' of Mastery

The participant will exhibit mastery by:

1..._. agreement of "satisfactory" b.etween participant and instructorr:

a. outline of, the plan.
.

b. detailed plan (may include instructional materials),

Sorenson
4
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. All You Will need to Know About metric
(For Your Eueryday Life)

1-4.111 41E0-- 4'tA

Metric is based on Decimal system

The metric system is irni:77....lt.eto arn. For use in sour everyday lite sou

will need to know only ten units You will also nt ed to get used to a
few new tempgratures Of coupe, there are other units which most
persons will not need to learn There are even some metric sinits sy 19.;

which you are already fam liar. those for time and electricity Sre the

same as you use now.

7-ootitetast7crP,.14"'" .1zoolllWr

Basic until
METER a ,ifie 1(.%nger card 'about 1 1 cards

Li)CER . .1 ab ' nF quarts

CRAM Jhr_,1 the weght r A paper Clip
P.

1:11Er -0.4E

*C

F

=S bECKE1S CELSIUS

40 10

1

I

840

0

I

32

suer freezes

7111r4111:021021811.1101-.r.r..-

(comparative sizes are shown
. .I. < .

)
,. 1 METER

COMMON PREFIXES
(to be used with units) ,

onethousandth 10 001)
Centh one-hundredth 0 (Tli

`. Kilo-, onethdusand times (1000)

For example:
.1000 millimeters = 1 meter

1000 meters
tpo centimeters =.1 mrie,

= 1 kilometer _
1000

OTHER COMMONLY USED UNITS

1 LITER QUAitT

Millimeter: 0 001,meter diame ter of paper clip wire

VCentimeter A Al mete ,width Of a paper clip ( about 0 4 inch'

Kilometer- I1)0 metert somewhat further than '2 mole about 06 rnoe;

Kilogram. 1000 gra;ns .a little more than 2 pounds (about 2 2 iiou.nds

Milliliter 0 001 1, ter five of them makei teaspoon

OTHER USEFUL UNITS

Hectare: about 2' 2 acres

Tonne: about one ton

TEMPERATURE
degrees (etsrus are used 0

20
at

37 60 80 t414 1p0

i : t*

160 v 212

water boll.

11 t

BO 98.6

hods temperature

1' KIIOCRAM

For more information, write to: Metric Informatibn Office, National Bureau of Standards
Washington, U.C. 20234

109
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ANSWER KEYS FOR 'TESTS AND WORKSHEETS

MODULE 1 MODULE 2 MODULE 3 MODULE 5

Posttest
..,

Pretest (cont) Posttest' Posttest

-1. meter 10a less than 1.

.

liter . 1. a

2. France b greate'r.than 2. smaller. 2. c

3. U. S. c greater than 3.' 1000 3. a

4, liter d less than 4. centiliters 4. b

5. gram/kg e less than 5. dekaliter 5. a

6. larger lla centimeter 6. liters 6.' a

7. smaller b meter* 7. 1000 7. b

8. metric , c kilometer 8. 10 8. a

9. lighter d" millimeter 9. e 9. c
10. standard, e. meter

' a
10. a . 10. b

O. 1 1 . j
V.,

12. i

MODULES MODULE 2 13. 'h MODULE 6- 4
14. g-

"Kite Tails" Posttest 15. c ': "Time-Breakfast"

MODULE 8

Posttest

1. b

2. b

3. b

4. c

5.' b

6. a

7. a

8. a

9. a

10. c

1 1 . b

12. a

13. c

14. b

15. a

. 16. b

1. 4 cm .
1. c . 1. c 1?. b

E. 40 at 2. b MODULE 4 2, a 18. c

. 3. 17 cm 3. d 3. a 19. b

4 SO mm 4. c Posttest 4. c
%

20. b

0 s 5. .7.5 cm' 5. e ,
-. 5. b

6. 3 cm 6. A - 1. gram 6. c

e 7.. 20 mm -7. d 2. larger 7. b

8. 25 mm -8, d 3. -grams . , 8. b

9. 1 dm 9. b 4. hectogram 9. a

10. 7 cm- l'O. a 5. centigrams 10. c

lla 3 Cm 6. kilogram

MODULE 2
b 1/5 km 7. 1000 - .

c 18 .- 8. *decigram MODULE 6

Pretest
d 2ii km 9: g

'12. v riable 10. e Posttest
1. e.,.

. 130 11. h

2. d b 4 tm -12. a c

3. d 14a 40 mm .%1O. j 2. g'

b4.
- b' 20 mm '14. b 3. k /

5. c 15. 5 km '15. c 4. b

6. b
.

. 5. j

7. d
'

6. b

8a cm MODULE 5 7. e

b mm B. a

c hm "What's Temp?" 9. i

d km ' 10. d

e dm 1. 37 C 11. 1 liter
9a 1000 2. -10 12. 1 gram 4
b 100 3. 30 C 13. dms
t 1Q 4. 20 C 14. 1 liter
d .1 5. 0 C 15. cm3

....

e .01 . 6. 100C%

f .0A1

, -
110
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CROSSWORD PUZZLE ANSWER KEYS

LENGTH

VOLUME

Across: 1. dna Down: 1. dkm
Across: 2. milliliter Down: 1. quart

4. millimeter 2. yard
3. dekaliter 2. metric

6. decimeter
3. meter

4. dl 3. dkl

8. huand '5. mm1A
5. kl 4. deciliter

9. cm 7. centimeter
7. centiliter 5. kiloliter

10. dekam2ter
8. hecto

9. hl 6. decil

11. rterstick 12. kilometer
10. hectoliter 8. centi

13. shorter
14 hectometer

13. volume 11. cl

15. length

15. ml 12. larger

16. lur

16. smaller .
14. liters

17. thousand

15. milli

18. centi

19. longer

20. deci

MASS.
CONVERSIONS

Across: 1.. smaller
2. milligram Across: 2. mass Down: 1. degree

3. hg
3. hectogram 3, volume

celsius

5. cent)
4. liter 4. ml 2. mtllimeter

8. dkg
6. paperclip 8. liter 5. liter

10. deka
7. mg 9. 1

6. gram

11. kg
9. kilogram 10. length 7. kg

b13. larger
12. dg 11. meter 9. liter

14. cert:gram
15. hecto 13. tentimeter 12. kilogram

16. dcci
17. gram 14. gram 15. mm

18. meter
19. milli 16. ca

21. Lilo
20. decigra& 17., cm

22. dekagram

23. cg .

24. mass
ti

1
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MEASUREMENT PUZZLES - ANSWER KEYS

LENGTH

S7 km

.01 X 4 =

.023 nn

"0 dm .1 cm

2.3 dm

1 cm 4 =

.057 Ma

.4 cm .01 mm

'I
2...3_qk, c,7 +., 57 r -:02! rm .1.!.

230,m 510 = 570 dm 25 m

-00 km 40 hm k. 10 m 1 dkm .40 mm 4 cm' 10 dm

dm 2.3 cr 730 ".= 57 cr.

5.7 n 23 =2: 25 kr. 57: mr

.01 rm 4 Or, 4. 40 r- 4X = 4 : die dr. 10 c= .4 1=

.:1:1-r4 ! ..7k"7 - -;n2,`-'n .217 '1!-^. --
5.7 cm 57 hm 2f/0 cm 23 hm

1 mm 40 km 1:00 11= 10 dkm .1 km 4 dm .04 dk= .04 mm

.057 cm 23 cm . 570 km

MASS

.1 me 1 .0012 kg

.0:0 r 10 c 100 as 300 g

f C-

O", r.r

r- 5 dc; r

69 C7

6 1

370 ml

1 m3-_

10Doacj

1

560 r...1

601 1-

1 2 dr3

r

VOLUME

4.2 I 37 :1 .42 ml

1 2 m3 2 1 2000 e. .3a 1 340 n1 7 1
t

560 i 1 1 rAIL
.56 0' i cir3 56 r1

1 3.4 tX .034 1 34 cr.3 2 cm3 2 ml 60 ml

-- 1 rl 5.6 1 .002 1

1 cm3 5600 m1 2 cm3'

I 1 =5 54 1'54000 ml. 3.4 1 y.03 cm5 7 n.1

7:0^ ) , t-.5°6 ..1-____

2 r5. 56 ml

......:w"..C'..1__

5-6 =1

3 1 c_3 1 1 1000 m13.4 cm'
,

314 ml .6 ml

: .

42 mn3 32 1 4?...1____

1.2 a$ .02 mg \

.3 kg 1 dg 10 cg 690 kg

6.9 cc

' .1 c g

(- 1P00_ mg.

00 dr, 120e

.60 V C
g

200 r

1.2 kg

= i , 5 0 0 d 6 5 0 6 o kg

,0 6r 3 =t: cc' .c03 t

fi,r) kr

_110 Vc_

.12 trx
17, c,

bc. E ; rc% 3'v

3 kr

1.7

41 mg

100 g

,!
c

6

6.9 c

kS OC) eZ

.01.7
kr,

dC 30 kc 03 t .01 c

.3 r- -17 cr
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Some Sources of Metric /Materials for EIerientaly Schools

Activity Resources Co., Inc.
'P. 0. Box 4875

Hayward, Calif. 94545
(print and equipment)

Copp Clark Publishing
517 Wellington St. W.
Toronto, Canada
Book: Hog to Think Metric,

by W. 'Wt Bates & -
0. Fullerton

Denoyer-Geppert
5235 Ravenswcrod Ave.
Chicag6PI11' 60640
312/561-9206
(A-V materi equiprien-i)

Dick Blick
. P. 0. Box 1267

Galesburg, Ill. 61401
(METRIC-AIDS., equipment)

Educational Teachings Aids
159 W. Kinzie St.
Chicago, Ili: 60610
312/644-9498
(equipment, kits)

Houghton Mifflip

1900 South BataVia Ave.
Geneva-, Ill. 60134
(print:and equipment)

Idaho.Researcb Foundation, Inc.
University Statiori Box 3367
Moscow, Idaho 83843
Book: Handbook for Metric

Conversion, by D. Johnson.
and B. VanOsdol

The Learning Tree
P. 0. Box A
New Lisbon, WI 53950
(kits)

Math Shop, Inc.
5 Bridge St.
Watertown, MA 02172
(equipment)

4

Charles E. Merrill Publishing Co.

1300 Alum Creek Dr.
Columbus, Ohio 43216
(METRIKIT)

Mind /Matter Corp.
P. 0. Bpx 345
Danbury, CT 06810
(equipment., kit)

Penton Publishing 'Co,
Penton Plaza
Cleveland, Ohio 44114
Book: Metrication

Ronningen Metric Co.
610? Palo Cristi.
Paradise Valley,'AZ 85253
Pamphlet: Weighti and Measures -

. U.S. to Metric.- Metric to U.S.

Selective Educational Equipment (SEE), Inc
3 Bridge St.
Newton, MA 02195
(equipment)

SVE (Society for Visual Education)
1345 Di versey Parkway,
Chicago, Ill. 60614
(BEGINNING METRIC MEASUREMENT - LEARNING

mqDULE - kit)

Swani Publishing Divis,-on
P. 0. Box248'

0 . *Roscoe,
(books, pamphlets, kits, A-V aids)

NS Electronics, Int.
P. 0. Box 113

s . So. Beloit, Ill. 61080
815/389-4555
(electronic calculator & METRIC
CONVERTER - various models)

. John Wiley & Sons, Inc.
P. 0. ,Box 4192
Grand Central Station
New York, N. Y. 10017
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Book: Thinking Metric
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Appendix A

METRIC IDEAS FOR ELEMENTARY STUDENTS

All of the activities here have been used successfully with elementary

students. Activities may be used at learning stations, with small groups of
Ami/M11

,students or in some cases the student may carry out the acti&ity alone. It

sheuld be noted that students' should have mastered a basic skill in the

general ar-ea of measurement before attempting a metric activity that requires

that skill.- Items which are tt6fred (*) indicate variations or extensions of

an activity-.

Activities have been classified as "primary" and "intermediate" levels

to hell.) teachers select those most appropriate for their students. However,

if students are studying, metric measuliement for the first time, intermediate

leVel studerks Will find "prdmary"..attivities exciting, too.

11.5
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METRIC MATCH (Primary, general)

4111 1. Draw "metric match" board as illustrated in the

'picture. Place metal fasterners 'on the dots.

2. Attach strings of equal length to each metal'

'fasteher in tire right hand column. Be sure

the strings are long enough to reach all .

matching pairs. .

3. Have students match prefix with number by

connecting strings.

4. Provide an answer key on the reverse side

of the card.

METRIC PICTURE PUZZLES

METRIC MATCH

milli s 1/10

deci °, 1/100

kilo 1000

hecto 1/10001

centi 1/100

deka 10

,(Primary, general)

1. Draw a picture on a piece of tagboard and cut it into nine equal pieces.

2.. Draw lines on another piece of tagboard, exactly the same size as the first.

, , /
3. Put puzzle pieces on top of the whole board and write matching prefix an

'numbers on back of puzzle piece and corresponding sedtitn.of ta§board.

4. Students should match,the prefix or number on the back of each'puzzle piece I"'

to the matching word or prefix on puzzle board.

5. If the pieces fort a Picture when the student is finished, the child has

correctly matched the prefixes with the numbers.

hecto milli 1000

100 1/10 kilo

1/100 deka 10

Puzzle Board

1100 1 kilo
.OTY

,

T
hecto ddci 1000 .

centi 10 deka
.

(Front) (Back)

116
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METRIC MONKEY'S P EFIX PUZZLER

1. Construct the pUzzler as follows.:

(Primary, Intermediate,

General).

a. Make the outSkide by enlarging the diagram below on colored paper

(cohstruction\or lightweight card stock).
!n

b.' Make the inside as illustrated below so it can be inserted in the

outside folder. .

c. Put the inside in place in the folder and paste the puzzler together.'

1'

2. Give a puzzler to each' Child and have/him or her quiz him or herself or others.
A4

4

LICORICE- CENGTH

Outside Folder
4

ti

1/10

1/100

106

10

1000

1/1000

deci

centi

hecto
-0

deka -c;

kilo

milli

Inside

(Primary, length),

1. 'Give each student a long (30-50 centimeters) strand of string licorice and have-

hifi-or-her-Imeasure it.
-

2. Have students estimate varying lengths by directing them to eat so much licorice,

for example: "Eat one decimeter of licorice.'

3. Students can then check their estimates by measuring the remaining Ilfe'ce and

subtracting that number from the length of the original piecb.

it. Have students keep a continuing record from original length through each

subtraction. .0 -

r
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J
METRIC GRADUATION HAT

(PriTary, length)

1
Asa culminating activity on the metric system, have the students:

make their own graduation hats.

Give each student 2 pieceg of construction paper and

.
have them measure and cut a square 3 dm x 3 dm.

3. Hand out tape measures to each student and tell them

to measure their heads and then cut a strip of construc-

tion paper the circumference of head by 6 cm wide. Tape

end.ofstrip together to -form the base of the bat.

4. Construct hat by attaching 3 dm x,3,dm square piece to

base of hat strip,
/

5. :Measure yarn for tass)eS and attach to hat:

. "GRAM" CRACKERS
a

.1

a

(Upper Primary, Intermediate,
Mass and Area)

. .

1 Give each student a "gram" (graham) cracker and have him or her weigh it.,

Provide a sheet to record the answer.
4

2. Have the student take a small bite and weigh the cracker again. Record answer.,

3. As a last activity before eating the entire cracker, have the student take a

big bite, weigh the remaining cracker and record the answer.'

44
*4. Have students find the area of the cracker before and after taking bites.

4

* Use centimeter grid paper to estimate.area.

A

4M,

METRIC MARKET (Primary. All Metric Units)

1. Have each of,the students look at home for packaged foods that are labeled

with metric units, alcing with the English units or alone.

'2. When the packages are empty have the students bring them to school. Construct

a store out of a refrigerator box to diSplay all of the items. Have the .
.

children make up a name for the store such as "DEKA DISCOUNT". . .

3. Give each child a chance to be the clerkin the store.

a
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METRIC ROPE

..

1. Make a yarn measuring rope by,cutting eces of very heavy yarn or tord'of

1' two colors in lengths se each'will m sure one meter when tied to another piece

of ,the same length. Tie lengths, alternating colors, to make a 10 meter rope

(longer if desired). .

(Primary; Intermediate',

Length)

2. Use .the rope to. measure distances such as the length of the playground, a city

block, or the distances between bases on a baseball diamond. Record five

distances that your measure and have someone else checkthe distance to see if

the measurements agree.

JP'

3. If you are'measuring very long distances, several children with several ropes

could work together.

DECIMETER DEfECTIVES

1. Give each student a set of cuisenaire rods.

2. Tape the following istructions on a cassette:

Pretend you are a detective in metric land. Your mission; if

you choose to accept it, wi,11 be to ditcover the various combinations

that are needed to*make a decimeter. lie would like tc warn you,

however, that you might not need.all wooden rods. If you.fail irf this

task you will be banned from the metric detective force. This tape

will selfdestruct in thirty seconds.

(Intermediate, Length)

I

METRIC VOLUME PIZZA

1. Make a metric volume pizza game by covering and
laminating a 6-inch pizza or other round board.

:
^rite metric symbols and names on the board (see

picture). Write the reverse symbols or letters

on clothespins and match by clipping the

clothespin to the.word or vice versa.

32 Put the correct answer9(e.g., the clothespin
for the symbol, ml, is marled milliliter)

on the reverse side of the board for self-

checking:

. 119
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POSTAL PROBLEMS

. ,
, .. .il 1. Stuff 8 to 10 envelopes with different amounts of paper.

4

V.,

(Intermediate, Mass)

Z. Obtain 'a postal dr diet gram scalp..

3. ,Develop a chart showing postal .rates or obtain one _from the post Office. For

instance; a 25 gram letter would require a thirteen cent sump, etc.

4. Have the children dttermine the postal rate for each letter by weighing it.
.

( Intermedi ate , All Metric Units)TR'PF1C COPTER REPORT

11 , Give the students the following instructions:
(-

Pretend you are reporting traffic conditions from a helicopter over a .

large city.' Report for two to threeminutes using metric units A.ofien-

ever measuring units for length, mass, volume and temperature arei

appropriate. Tape the report and play it for others. Have them'

determine how many times a metric unit was used.

2.. Suggest to the studentS that they write a script befdre -attempting to record.

TEMPERATURE'SLIDE
(Intermediate, Temperature)

1. Make the temperature slider (as illustrated) by printing

the Celsius and Fahrenheit scales side by side on' a

strip of tagboard. Leave a two-inch space,inbetween

the two thermometers and cut two slits across the top

and bottom of this space. Insert another strip of tag-

board through these slits. The strip to be inserted

should be 2 inches wide and half black and-half white.

2. Have the students push their sliders on the thermometer

to certain degrees on either scale to find 6ut the

equivalent on the other scale. Foh instance., you

could say "Push the slider on the thermometer to 90

degrees Fahrenheit. What is the equivalent temperature

on the Celsius scale?"

120
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METRIC MUNCH
(Intermediate, Afea)

1

1. Bring a cake pan of brownies, rice krispiesiDars, or any other goody to class.

2. Have one child measure the area of -the pan in centimeters and have the rest'of

the class estimate the area 'of thcpon. Compare the estimates with the actual

measurement.
. ,

3. Have the children determine the area
tof eech piece if they were to divide the

pan e9ually among the entire class. . 'a

. A. Cut the pan according to the direction of the students and give each a piece.

LINEAR,I.EAF
(Intermediate, .Akea)

1. Trace around the edge of various sized leaves and objects. Match a strirtg

to the perimeter of the shape and determinehe perimeter of the leaf in

centimeters by measuring the string,

2. Trace around several leaves on centimeter grid paper and determine the area

in square 'centimeters. °

3. E§timate the area of the leaf in:square centimeters using the

. ,

4

SWEET TOOTH
(Intermediate, Area)

)

1. Brirfq sweet objects from home such as doughnuts, cookies and candy bars.

2. Estimate the area of'the object.

% .

3. Using the centimeter graph paper (p 87), place the sweet object on the grid

paper and find the area of the obje by counting the squares.

Iariations: Eat a proport4ion of the sweet object and find the new area.
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